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Very few people are not corruptible one way or the other… The best place to start is with their 
vices: ego, money, sex, drugs, booze or gambling etc. These days people with principles tend to be 

perceived as a liability rather than an asset. Usually those who claim to be the most upstanding and 

pure that are bending the rules for their benefit or exploiting what powers they have to line their 

pockets. 

 Trust and respect are things that must be earned in my world… To think someone should trust 
and respect you without knowing you is the result complete arrogance and stupidity…  Expecting 
everyone to screw you over is not paranoia, it’s reality! 

 

Orlando "Andy" Wilson 
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Introduction 

I have compiled this book at the request of someone who is active in promoting the rights of 

journalists who are targeted for their political affiliations and their anti-corruption investigations. 

This book will highlight potential security threats and provides simple and effective procedures and 

advice on how to protect yourself, your families and your associates. 

 

Sadly, these days the rights of journalists, activists, bloggers and those who believe in freedom 

of speech in general, are being eroded, usually in the name of national security or political 

correctness. In many places, governments at all levels operate outside of the laws that apply to 

regular citizens and are actively engaged in corrupt and immoral practices without having to suffer 

legal ramifications. These days speaking up and giving your opinion can land you in trouble for a 

vast variety of reasons. On the other hand, doing the right thing and exposing corruption and 

criminal activities can lead to your persecution, arrest and even death. 

 

Democracy and freedom depend on the freedom of speech and diversity of opinions. If you are 

vocal about your opinions these days, you must take your personal security into consideration. If 

you are actively involved in investigating and exposing criminal activity your personal security and 

that of those close to you should always be a priority. 

 

A lot of the information in this book is double sided because the best way to learn how to defend 

yourself is to understand how others could target you. When compiling a security plan always try to 

see things from your opposition's perspective. 

 

I hope this book can help you keep yourself, your families and associates safe regardless of 

political inclinations, culture, gender or opinions. 

 

Orlando "Andy" Wilson 
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Journalist Security 

Politics and motives aside, I think everyone can conclude we live in very dangerous times for 

journalists, advocates of free speech or anyone else who voices an opinion.  Personal security for 

journalists, activists or bloggers can present some unique challenges as the threats can include 

harassment and arrest by local or state police, as well as threats from exposed criminals or opposing 

parties etc. 

 

Personal safety and security are taken for granted by many, especially in Europe and the US, but 

these days there are extremists on all political sides, from all religious backgrounds and walks of 

life, many of whom are over-medicated and seeking attention. So, if you're voicing your opinions on 

any form of media, especially if you know your opinions may upset or offend others you need to 

think about your personal security as well as that of your family's and colleagues. 

 

When you're considering your personal security, you need to think of all threats and make plans 

to avoid or if necessary, deal with any issues. Now, most security consultants in Europe and the US 

do not consider the threat from Police or Government Agencies but currently, all it takes is an 

accusation made by one of your critics and you can find the police knocking on your door. This is 

where you need to know your rights and have a good attorney's phone number handy. I am not 

going to touch on document or computer security as the laws vary greatly from area to area, just 

ensure you know the laws and always cover your ass. 

 

In many places around the world, the police will actively target journalists, as it happened to a 

friend of mine from Somalia, Ahmed Caano-Geel. Luckily, he got away with just a few cuts and 

bruises. Recently I heard of the murder of a lady who was speaking out regarding the lack of 

Government support for police officers in Mexico. She had just lost her husband, a police officer 

killed in the line of duty, and she was making too much noise and speaking the truth. I doubt her 

murder will ever be solved or even if it's seriously looked into. 

 

If you believe your home or office could be raided you need to take precautions and again know 

your legal rights, how to get hold of a decent attorney or alert others that you have a problem and 

might be arrested etc. You should take a look at the overall security for home and office even if you 

don't have an active threat and consider a CCTV system externally and internally, preferably with 

the footage uploaded to the cloud with trusted 3rd party access. There are many cases of 

kidnappings and assassinations where criminals will disguise themselves as police. This is a very 

complicated situation, and you need to know your rights and what to do in such situation to verify 

police IDs. 

 

In my opinion, the basis of all personal security is counter surveillance and being aware of your 

surroundings. Before the criminals will attempt an assassination or kidnapping, they will put you 

under some form of surveillance be it physical or electronic. The favored places for targeted attacks 

are at the victims' homes, workplaces or vehicles, so be extra vigilant approaching or leaving these 
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locations. If you take regular routes to work, use the same coffee shops, etc ensure you are carrying 

out at the least some basic counter surveillance drills. 

 

Below I have listed some examples of journalist’s assassinations and will highlight some 

similarities and some possible precautions that the victims could have taken. 

 

17 January 2017, Honduras: Igor Padilla a presenter with Canal HCH was shot in the city of San 

Pedro Sula where he was filming. Apparently, he received a phone call and stepped out in the street 

to take it where he was ambushed by four men in police uniforms. He died of multiple gunshot 

wounds on the way to the hospital. 

 

In such situations counter surveillance and being aware of what's happening on the street is 

your best defense. Employing trained protective surveillance personnel is also an option but finding 

trained and trusted security personnel is always a big problem. 

 

March 02, 2017, Mexico: Cecilio Pineda Birto a freelance journalist for several newspapers and 

social media crime reporter, was shot dead in Guerrero state. He was in a hammock waiting for his 

car to be washed when two men on a motorcycle shot him multiple times. 

 

Here we have the car as the location, if you know someone's car and locate it, they should be 

close. He was obviously relaxed, too relaxed... 

 

April 23, 2017, Maldives: Yameen Rasheed a prominent blogger was stabbed to death in the 

stairwell of his apartment building, police later blamed religious extremists for the attack. He had 

received multiple threats to his life and had claimed to be frustrated by the lack of police action or 

concern. 

 

He knew he was under threat; he should have at least taken precautions when entering and 

leaving his home and office. In many places, weapons for self-defense are prohibited hence it is 

essential to have in place a basic plan and reaction for a possible attack. 

 

24 May 2017, Russia: Dimitri Popkov the editor of a local newspaper in the Krasnodarski 

province was shot five times while enjoying his backyard sauna. He had stated before his 

assassination that his newspaper's investigations had become "an obstacle for local officials who are 

now threatening and intimidating journalists." 

 

He knew he was upsetting people but obviously thought his high-profile would protect him; 

well, it didn't. As I said earlier, homes are favored locations for attacks, and I take it he was very 

relaxed in his sauna. Some CCTV and basic counter surveillance may have helped him live a little longer… 

 

16 October 2017, Malta: Daphne Caruana Galizia a female independent investigative journalist 

was killed by an explosive device planted on her car. Two weeks before the incident she had 

reported to the police she had been threatened. 
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She knew she was under threat but took no serious precautions. You should always report 

threats to the police, but most police departments will not take the threats seriously without solid 

evidence. You must keep records of threats if possible, get video or photos of those you suspect of 

watching or following you, as all this helps to build a case. She was targeted by professionals and 

completely vulnerable not having any professional training or security. 

 

29 April 2017, Turkey: Saaed Karimian the founder of the Persian-language GEM TV channel, 

and his business partner were shot dead in Istanbul by masked gunmen who opened fire on their 

vehicle. The assassination vehicle and weapons were later found charred by fire. 

 

For the ambush to be successful they must have been watched, followed or had a fixed routine. This was a professional hit, so once the ambush was in motion they were dead men… Counter 
surveillance and awareness are the essentials that could have saved their lives. 

 

17 January 2018, Brazil: Jefferson Pureza Lopes was shot and killed in his home by two gunmen 

that forced their way in. He had been receiving threats and was an outspoken critic of local 

government officials. 

 

He knew he was under threat and should have upped the security in his home and set 

procedures in place on how to greet visitors and what to do in the event of an attempted break-in or 

attack. 

 

March 21, 2018, Mexico: Leobardo Vázquez Atzin a local reporter in the Veracruz state was shot 

and killed at a restaurant he owned. He had anonymously started a Facebook page titled "Enlace 

Informativo Regional" and had been critical of local officials; he had been receiving threats as well as 

offers of bribes to stop writing about the officials, but he kept writing. 

 

They knew where he worked, so he was an easy target. He knew he was under threat so he 

should have taken precautions. If you are going to be critical of potentially dangerous people 

anonymously then ensure you truly are 100% anonymous... 

 

15 May 2018, Mexico: Juan Carlos Huerta a TV host and Director of a radio station was shot and 

killed as he left his home in Villahermosa, the capital of Tabasco state. 

 

This was a targeted assassination; I suspect the gunmen were waiting for him to leave home. 

Again, the home was the location of the attack. Maybe some CCTV covering the street and possible 

surveillance location could have identified people who looked out of place or hanging around for no 

reason before he left the house. 

 

25 February 2018, Slovak Republic: Jan Kuciak an investigative reporter and his girlfriend were 

found shot dead in their home. Kuciak had been working on stories with referencing fraud by 

government officials and prominent businessmen. 

 Again, the home was the location of the attack… Basic plans and procedures should have been in 

place for such things as answering the door to strangers and alerting others that there was a 

potential problem. 
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From this assortment of examples, you can see some of the basic mistakes these people made. 

These are just a few of the attacks on journalists from 2017 to present… 
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Extrajudicial Arrest 

The disappearance of the Saudi journalist Jamal Khashoggi at Saudi Arabian Consulate on 

October 2nd, 2018 in Istanbul, Turkey highlights the issues that can occur when people, who for a 

wide variety of reasons are targeted for extrajudicial arrest, kidnapping or assassination by 

government agencies. 
 

The incident with Jamal Khashoggi was preceded earlier in 2018 by the very murky 

assassination attempt of the former Russian GRU officer and double agent Sergei Skripal and his 

daughter in the UK. The UK government claims it was a political assassination ordered by the 

Russian Government but there are many inconsistencies and gaps in their story. Whatever the real 

story is, it can still qualify as a possible political assassination attempt. 

 

When most people think of kidnappers and the like, they will have visions of masked criminals 

snatching people from cars or off the street, they will not be thinking of police or government 

agencies; false or extrajudicial arrest is the same as kidnapping and happens regularly. 

 

From a kidnapping and crisis management viewpoint this can be the most difficult type of 

incident to deal with since your friend, client or associate has been abducted by an organization that 

has the local law - and for the most part that of the country - on their side. This is where the "gung-

ho" shoot'em up approaches to dealing with kidnap and ransom situations fall further into the realm 

of complete Hollywood inspired fantasy, as you cannot go around the world shooting the local cops 

or soldiers if they decide to detain you or your associates. Chances are you would not legally be able 

to have a gun for self-defense in the first place and any illegal firearms would give those arresting 

you the justification and means to throw you in jail for a long time or just a reason to put a bullet in 

your head. 

 

If you, your friends, clients or associates think they could be targeted politically for whatever 

reason, be it exposing government corruption, calling out corrupt and incompetent local politicians 

or supporting the opposition to those currently in power you should have a crisis plan in place. 

 

Even in supposed First World countries, it's very easy for people to be arrested for being vocal 

about their beliefs. In First World countries if charged and convicted activists and journalists can 

still get jail time and hefty fines. In non-First World countries, activists or journalists can end up 

having major issues ranging from assaults, jail time, sexual assault or assassination. 

 

The basis of all security or crisis plans is the threat assessment and this needs to be very 

thorough and cover all aspects of the personal security of those that could be targeted and include a 

lifestyle check to identify anything where they could be set up for an arrest. Police and government 

agencies planting evidence is a practice that has been around since law enforcement first evolved 

and must be taken into consideration. The result of such actions can lead to long prison terms for 

the victims if they are unable to prove they were set up. 
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Decent local private investigators or trusted people need to be at hand to follow-up on potential 

arrests or disappearances to confirm what has actually occurred. Most of the time family members, 

friends or associates will not be in the proper emotional state to do a logical follow-up investigation 

and could end up getting arrested themselves. 

 

Personally, I have little time for attorneys, most are leaches but there are a few good ones out 

there, you need to find them and have their numbers at hand in case of any legal issues or arrests. 

Over the years I have seen quite a few clients who had supposed high-end attorneys on retainer and 

when needed did absolutely nothing for them. In one case that comes to mind, the attorneys who 

were on a very large retainer were clearly too scared to take action. Once the direct physical threat 

to the client was over, they were happy to spend the retainer by pretending to solve non-issues 

while manipulating the client into believing they were issues. Use attorneys when required, but do 

not trust them! 

 

Always have bail or payoff money available. In many countries a quick donation to the right 

people can solve problems, so, have the donation and know the right people. In more complicated 

locations know the procedures for bailing someone out of jail if they are arrested, have the money 

available and have a bail bondsman's number ready. 

 

Have a support network outside of your area and a direct network that in the case of an arrest 

or political abduction can be alerted and make the relevant people aware of the situation. This could 

mean alerting Embassies, politicians or journalists. It's best for this to be done through a third-party 

player because those directly associated with the people arrested or detained could also be targeted 

and it's in everyone’s best interest if they remain invisible and avoid antagonizing the situation. 

 

Unlike conventional kidnap for ransom situations, social media can play a major part in 

preventing a person from being arrested to disappearing and being found dead in a ditch 

somewhere. Police, government agencies and their politically associated groups, for the most part, 

have a public image to protect and try to keep as respectable as possible. They can defend 

themselves for arresting and investigating activists etc. but, if people who were last seen in their 

custody turn up dead, it can result in unwanted questions and attention. Have a social media crisis 

response plan in place! 

 

Speaking from experience the basics of personal security is counter surveillance, always be 

aware of what's going on around you, always be aware of who is watching or following you and 

keep your communications and computer security tight. In occasions where you must attend a 

meeting be very careful and try to choose neutral, public locations and have someone watching your 

back who is able to video and report any potential threats or hostile incidents. 

 

In a case like Jamal Khashoggi’s, where he went into the Saudi Arabian consulate to pick up a 

marriage license with absolutely zero personal security, knowing it was a location where he was not 

welcome, all I can say is look for other options and don’t place yourself in dangerous situations. 

Could the marriage license have been posted, could he have sent a courier or attorney, or could he 

have waited? 
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It is always best to avoid any potentially hostile situations, but if due to your career or beliefs 

you can’t avoid them, then at least have a crisis plan in place. 
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Counter-Surveillance 

If you are serious about your personal security, basic counter-surveillance procedures should 

be part of your daily routine. The reason you need to understand counter-surveillance is to identify 

anyone who has you under surveillance. In nearly all burglaries, muggings, robberies, 

assassinations, or kidnappings the criminals or terrorists will put their target under surveillance to 

assess their target’s routines and the level of personal security.  If you’re operating in an area where 

professional organized criminal groups or narco-terrorists are active you can be assured, they will 

be employing multi-layered surveillance programs to identify threats to their organizations and to 

identify potential targets for kidnapping or extortion. 

 

Counter-surveillance is the base skill for all personal security programs. In this short chapter, I 

am going to highlight some of the main considerations for a counter-surveillance plan and detail 

some simple but effective street drills that will enable you to identify if you are under surveillance. 

 

Many supposed security professionals put a lot of time, effort and money into firearms and unarmed 

combat training, but very few spend any time or effort on their surveillance and counter-

surveillance skills. 

 

Professional surveillance operatives put their targets into three categories: unaware, aware and 

professional. Most people, I would say at least 75%, fall into the unaware category, you can follow 

them around all day, and they won’t realize you’re there. Give it a try the next time you’re out at the 

mall! About 24% of people would fall into the aware category and would realize, after a while if 

someone was watching or following them. The 1% left would fall into the professional category; 

they take active counter-surveillance measures and would spot people acting suspicious, watching 

or following them. So, I expect most people reading this article are in the unaware category but by 

the time you finish reading this, there is no reason not be in the professional category. 

The Basics 
You can start training while you’re reading this chapter. Look around where you are now; if 

you’re in an office look out the window. Are there any people hanging around on the street or sitting 

in parked cars for no apparent reason? If they are still there in 30 minutes and there is no logical 

reason, what are they up to, what’s their body language saying, are they being over observant? 

People don’t hang around the streets and sit in parked cars for no reason unless they are on 

surveillance or up to something! 

 

Learning to read people’s body language is an extremely important skill. If someone is on 

surveillance or looking to commit a crime, chances are they will be acting differently than those 

around them. Most people do not pay attention to their surroundings, so if someone is over 

observant what are they up to? 
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When you are out at the mall or in a restaurant or bar, watch the people around you and try to 

identify what mood they are in or what type of discussion they are having with others. It should be 

easy to identify if a man and a woman are on a romantic date or two business people are having a 

heated discussion.  When in a coffee shop try to determine what people are looking at on their 

laptops; are they concentrating or goofing around. Learning to read body language is of paramount 

importance because it will help you identify, avoid and if necessary, react to potential threats. 

 

A basic counter-surveillance plan for your home, business or office would be to simply look 

around the general area and identify the location(s) from which you could be watched, then check it 

from time to time. If someone is hanging around that area take note; if they are there for an 

extended time or show up regularly what are they doing? 

 

These days if you’re drawing up a counter-surveillance plan you need to take surveillance 

cameras into consideration. There is a vast array of affordable surveillance cameras on the market 

that can be used either defensively to watch potential surveillance locations you’ve identified or 

offensively by someone intent to spy on you. For example, at a very basic level, why sit outside 

someone’s house and watch them when you can place a $100 hunting trail camera in their garden? 

Retrieve it after a few days and you will have photos/video of all their comings and goings. If your 

budget allows it, why not place a camera connected to a GSM network that will send real-,time 

images to your cell phone or email? Here I am talking about regular commercial hunting cameras 

available at Wal-Mart, not specialized remote surveillance cameras. But no worries, as I am sure 

everyone reading this regularly sweeps their gardens and parking lots for surveillance cameras, 

right? 

 

I am old school and believe that you need to be able to operate with minimum equipment and 

support but should employ technology when you have access to it, just don’t be 100% reliant on it. 

Nowadays drones are easily available to the public and can be used for surveillance and counter- 

surveillance. Things that need to be considered when using drones are their camera quality, flight 

time, weather conditions they will be used in and from the good guy’s point of view what are the 

laws regarding their use in your area. Even within a small-scale private security operation drones 

could be employed for estate security, for clearance, perimeter patrols, and route checks etc. 

 

To dominate the area around a location you would need to patrol it and pay special attention to 

potential surveillance locations, think like the criminals or terrorists and put yourself in their shoes; 

how would YOU watch YOURSELF? When I say patrol an area, I do not mean you need to dress up in 

tactical gear and pretend to be RoboCop. You can patrol an area by going for a casual walk, walking 

a dog or taking a bicycle ride, etc. While patrolling you want to look for people or cars that are out of 

place, cameras, and ground signs that people have been waiting in specific locations such as 

cigarette butts, trash, or trampled vegetation. 

 

Overt patrols only draw attention and will alert your opposition that you are taking active 

measures, which will then up their skill level and cause them to retreat to farther out positions. If 

you identify you are under surveillance without alerting your opposition, there are many ways to 

exploit the situation. How you do so will depend on the overall circumstances of the operation, your 

resources, and the laws you are working under. All of this needs to be considered in your 

operational planning. 
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In urban areas surveillance operatives use as cover locations where people congregate, such as 

cafes, bars, bus stops or pay phones. If someone is sitting in the coffee shop across the road from 

your office all day they may just be working there, but if you see them on the subway or at another 

location, then maybe you have a stalker, private investigator, or criminal on your tail. 

 

If you think you are under surveillance you need to establish why and who the threat is: 

criminals, government, a lone stalker, private investigators, or a crazy ex. You need to do this, so you 

can determine their potential skill level and consider what other type of surveillance is being used 

against you: listening devices, remote cameras, mail being intercepted, computers being hacked or 

physical surveillance? 

 

These days we must ensure our computers, smart phones and internet connections are secure; 

if the criminals or terrorists get access to these, for most people it means they will know all personal 

details. I am still surprised that currently a lot of people still have no security on their phones or 

computers, post personal information, and photos on public social media accounts. I think these 

days it’s suspicious if someone does not use social media to some extent, personally I think most 

platforms are safe enough, just understand whatever you post is or can become public. 

 

Computer and network security are a constantly evolving specialized industry that needs to be 

left to the experts, but social engineering is something everyone in the security industry needs to 

understand. In basic terms, social engineering is some form of confidence trick used to gather 

intelligence, defraud or get access to computer systems etc. A lot of successful computer hacks are 

just successful social engineering operations rather than network penetrations. Social engineering 

operations are disguised as regular everyday happenings that fit in with the target’s lifestyle. For 

example, the bored middle-aged CEO gets a Facebook friend request from an attractive young lady, 

he confirms the request and starts chatting and trying to impress her. The young lady’s Facebook 

profile can be a complete fraud made up by those targeting the CEO or other members of his 

corporation. By just confirming the friend request the CEO has given the criminals or terrorists 

access to a wealth of information, and will give up more in his ongoing conversations and hopefully emails from his corporate account… 

 

Just think about how many people can access your computer, for example colleagues at your 

office. If you leave your computer at the office overnight can maintenance, security or cleaning staff 

get access to it? There have been cases of corporate espionage where private detective agencies 

have placed agents in the cleaning and security staff working at their target’s offices, so they can 

access the target company’s computers and trash after work hours. Most people would not consider 

as a threat the bumbling night shift security guard or the apparently barely literate office cleaner. 

Both could be downloading business data from their computer or copying confidential papers, and 

they should be viewed as a threat! 

 

You cannot carry your computers around with you all the time so, one thing to do is to keep 

minimum information on it. Keep all your sensitive information on a thumb drive or hard drive, 

which you can always keep on your person. Then if someone accesses your computer or if it’s lost or 

stolen the criminals won’t get any worthwhile information. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Confidence_trick
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The next time you are in a coffee shop for example, without being obvious, look at what people 

are doing on their computers, phones and listen in to their conversations. Many people regularly 

work in public locations where anyone can view their computer screens, with unsecured Wi-Fi 

connections with the same comfort level they would have at home. When chatting with friends in 

public people disclose personal information all the time that could be useful to a criminal. So, 

remember if you can view what others are doing on their computers or phones and listen to their 

conversations, others could do the same to you if given the opportunity. 

 

If you believe your computers or phones are bugged then you need to get them cleaned, which 

can be costly and difficult in some locations. Another option is to use misinformation to mislead or 

entrap those who may be monitoring you. This could be a safer option rather than letting the 

criminals or terrorists know that their operation is compromised, which could force them into 

acting. 

Street Drills 
You must always be on the lookout for criminal surveillance and here I have listed a few simple 

drills, which are used by professional criminals and intelligence operatives alike. These simple drills 

will help you identify anyone who is watching or following you. First, let me give you an example 

from the mid-1990’s when I was part of a commercial surveillance team in central London whose 

task was to watch a target that turned out to be in the professional category. 

 

The people running the job had placed a surveillance vehicle, an old British Telecom van, across 

the road from the target’s hotel. The target, I expect, identified the van quickly; tinted rear windows, 

parked in one position for an extended period etc. If I remember correctly on the first day the target 

left the hotel, jumped into a black cab and we lost him straight away due to traffic. On day two the 

target took the subway and went for a walk around the West End of London. He used several of the 

counter-surveillance drills I have listed here and ripped the surveillance team apart! Those running 

the job resorted to placing a pseudo-married couple in the hotel to try to observe what the target 

was doing and talking about in the bar and restaurant. Running surveillance on aware and 

professional targets can be extremely difficult, it’s not like the movies. You should always be at the 

aware level but preferably professional level of awareness and it’s not difficult to accomplish that! 

 

Adapt a few of these drills to your situation, they are simple and proven. 

 

 When walking on the street, turn around and walk back the same way you came; 

remember the people you walk past or anyone that stops. Also, remember to check on the 

opposite side of the street for anyone stopping etc. Do this several times and if you see 

the same person or couples more than once they may be following you. 

 If you are driving do a couple of U-turns, watch for anyone doing the same and the cars 

you pass. If you see the same car a couple of times you may be followed. 

 Walk around a corner, stop, and remember the first few people that come after you. 

Again, do this several times and, if you see the same person more than once, they may be 

following you.  Watch the body language of those that come around the corner after you, 

any flinch could be an indication you have surprised them. You can also do the same 

when you’re driving. From a personal security standpoint remember to always take 

corners wide as you never know what’s waiting for you on the other side. 
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 Escalators are good for counter-surveillance because while ascending, you can have a 

good look around at who is behind you. A simple drill would be to go up an escalator and 

straight back down again. If anyone is following you, they would have to do the same. 

 Take special note of people waiting in parked cars, especially near your residence or 

office. Be especially suspicious of any unattended vans with blacked-out windows parked 

close to your residence or office. Vans are the most common surveillance and snatch 

vehicles. As the saying goes: there are only two reasons for two people to be waiting in a 

car for no apparent reason: they are either having sex or they are on surveillance. 

 Do not board trains or buses until the last minute; anyone boarding after you should be 

treated as suspect. 

 Jump on a bus, tram or metro and jump off one stop later and see if anyone else does the 

same. People usually don’t bother getting on a bus to go only 200 yards. 

 Go into a café and covertly watch what goes on in the street. Look out for people waiting 

around to follow you when you leave or anyone who keeps walking past the café, they 

could be trying to see what you’re doing. Pay special attention to locations where people 

are congregating for legitimate reason, such as bus stops, cafes, etc… 

 Walk across open spaces such as parks or squares and see if anyone is running around 

the outside of the open area trying to keep up with you-  they must do this because there 

is no cover for them in the open space and the distance to go around the open space is 

greater than walking straight across it. 

 Use reflections from windows and other surfaces to see who is behind you or use the 

selfie camera on your cell phone. 

 Watch out for people who look out of place or are waiting in the same spot for a long 

time, such as waiting at a bus stop without getting on any buses or at a payphone for an 

extended period. 

 Be aware of people waiting in a location by themselves, especially fit, young men with 

short hair. Chances are they are criminals or police. Professional surveillance teams 

usually consist of mixed couples in their 30’s to 50’s. Criminals regularly use children, so 

be wary! 

 If you think someone is following you, do not acknowledge them, just slow down and stop 

to look in shop windows, or go into a café and have a coffee. If you still see the person 

waiting around, you are most probably under surveillance. 

 When you’re driving, drive slowly, and take note of anyone doing the same, occasionally 

pull over and make note of the cars that go past you, if you see the same car more than 

once you might have a problem. 

 If you do not want to look directly at someone who could be following you, look at their 

feet and remember their shoes. Very few people wear the same shoes, check this out the 

next time you are out. If you keep seeing the same pair of shoes at various locations, this 

person could be following you. 

 Criminals following you may change their hair, jackets and pants etc. to try and disguise 

themselves but they rarely change their shoes. The same goes for jewelry or watches, it 

can be difficult to give a description of someone so look for distinctive jewelry, tattoos, 

type of cell phone or anything that makes them stand out. If the person is completely 

nondescript, chances are they are pros. 

 If you think someone is following you check their dress to see if they could be concealing 

cameras or weapons. Are they always on their cell phone possibly describing your actions 
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or taking photos? What does their body language say, do they look nervous, over 

observant, or as if they are concentrating too much, etc. 

 Be suspicious of unknown people who start conversations with you- they could be testing 

your reactions and personal security level. 

 You need to be extra vigilant when attending any meetings. In high-risk situations, these 

could have been set up by the opposition to photograph you or set you up to be 

kidnapped or assassinated. Always sweep the area for anything suspicious - people or 

vehicles - before attending the meeting. 

 If you think the opposition is trying to get photos or video of you, meet in places where 

there is low light, like dark restaurants and stay in the shadows as most cameras will not 

be able to get decent pictures. 

 If you believe someone is trying to get audio recordings of you, meet in a crowded place 

and keep your voice low. The noise from other people or traffic etc. would be picked up 

by any microphones and can cover your conversation. 

 To check whether the person with whom you are meeting is under surveillance, turn up 5 

minutes late and sweep the area for anyone suspicious. Try to take the person you’re 

meeting with to another location and do a couple of discreet counter-surveillance 

maneuvers along the way. 

 Stop regularly to make telephone calls or look in shop windows as this will allow you to 

observe your surroundings and identify anyone who may be following you. 

 Use underground trains whenever available- radios and mobile phones usually don’t 
work underground. This will cause problems for any surveillance team as they won’t be 

able to communicate with each other. 

 You must make plans on what procedures you will carry out if you are under surveillance. 

These will depend on where you are and the threat you are under. These days if you think 

you’re being watched, chances are the criminals, terrorists or stalker have already tried 

to hack your phone or computer, so get them cleaned up and secured! 

 

From a personal security point of view if you are on the street and you seriously think you are 

being followed get to a safe area as soon as possible and call for someone trusted to come and pick 

you up. From a close protection operations point of view, there are various tactics you can employ if 

you want to identify those following you or to warn them off, all depends on where you are and the 

overall operational plan. 

 

In First World countries, you can inform the police, but I strongly expect they won’t take the call 

seriously unless there is a domestic restraining order in place or there is a case history. If you or 

your client are being stalked you need to start building up evidence against the stalker, take videos 

and keep a log of the occurrences. If someone is watching your home or business call the police and 

report it, if they are not busy, they may respond and question the individual etc. Depending on the 

case this could lead to a loitering ticket, an arrest or nothing, but a least you have a record of calling 

the police for your file. 

 

I’ve had numerous clients over the years who’ve had issues with private detectives following 

and watching them. If you are being stalked and harassed by private detectives call the police on 

them, they have no special authority, their badges just mean they are licensed if that. They cannot 
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trespass, go through garbage, or inhibit your lifestyle etc. If the police can’t help, then a written 

complaint to their licensing authority with evidence of their actions tends to work! 

 

This is a short chapter on a very important and in-depth subject, and I hope it makes you think 

about your personal security procedures and assists you in your operational planning. 
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Kidnappings & Assassinations 

I have linked how criminals plan kidnapping and assassination together, because the initial 

planning for both crimes is the same. Here you will learn the basics of how criminals would plan 

such crimes; if you understand how the criminals operate it puts you in a better mindset when 

you’re formulating your personal security plans. For more in-depth information on kidnapping 

check out my book “Kidnap & Ransom” which is available on Amazon. 

 

If you are working in any of the emerging markets of Africa, Latin America or Eastern Europe, 

you need to be aware of the threat of kidnapping. The threat of kidnapping can apply to all active 

investigative journalists who are exposing corruption or criminal activities. 

 

The fact that you are a traveling foreigner in many places is enough to make you a target, as 

does the fact you are wearing expensive clothing, jewelry or carrying expensive cameras, phones or 

computers. In some places, if the criminals can make a few hundred dollars off you, they will be 

happy. Gone are the days when only wealthy and high-profile people were targeted for kidnapping. 

 

Most people might never be faced with the threat of being targeted for assassination but the 

risk for journalists is elevated. In some of the emerging markets assassination is the unofficial way 

of solving business disputes; assassins are cheaper to hire than lawyers! I tell my clients that I place 

the threat from blackmail and kidnapping a lot higher than that of assassination. 

 

Think about it, if someone is executed what are they useful for? Nothing! They have just been 

removed from the equation. If someone can be entrapped, blackmailed and manipulated they can 

provide the criminals with an ongoing source of funds, information or defend and promote their 

causes or agendas in the media etc. If someone is kidnapped, they are an asset which can be sold for 

a ransom. You must take all this into consideration when faced with problems in the emerging 

markets, even if the disputes are over a minor issue. 

 

Now we will talk about the main points of how a criminal group plans a kidnapping or 

assassination attempt. If a criminal group is looking for sporadic targets of opportunity for an 

express kidnapping, they would be looking for nearly the same characteristics in their victim as a 

mugger.  The criminals will watch you to see if you look like you are worth kidnapping, listen to 

which languages you speak to shop keepers or waiters, what is your level of personal security, and 

can you defend yourself? 

 

The easiest way to assess someone’s personal security is to go up to them and ask them a 

question, like what’s the time. The criminals will be able to assess from your reaction and body 

language if you are security aware or not. Always be suspicious of strangers, male or female, who 

approach and talk to you, even if they seem nice. You must always be aware of your surroundings 

and watch for anyone following or watching you, if you see the same person several times in 

different locations start to take precautions and be ready for a problem. 
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If a criminal group is specifically targeting you for a kidnapping or assassination, they will need 

to select a time, place and method to carry out their plans. To do so, they will need to build a picture 

of your routine and lifestyle. They will be looking for a pattern in your daily schedule, so that they 

can predict when you will be at a certain place, at a certain time so they can then kidnap or 

assassinate you. 

 

It is difficult for people not to form predictable routines; humans are creatures of habit. The 

most common places for kidnappings or assassinations to take place are at the victim’s place of 

business, their residence or when they are in or around their vehicles. Almost every day you will be 

at least one of these locations- if not all three. The criminals will want to assess your standard of 

personal security; for instance, are you armed, do you use security personnel and are they 

competent, does your home have alarms or watch dogs? 

 

The primary way to get this type of information on someone is to put them under surveillance. 

Methods of surveillance vary and can include getting people to watch and follow the targets or using 

remote listening devices and cameras in their place of business, home or vehicle. With today’s 

technology, surveillance techniques can also include hacking a target’s computer and intercepting 

their e-mails. Think about it:  if you were going to a foreign country on an assignment and a criminal 

intercepted your e-mails for a week or so before you left, they would probably have a very good idea 

of your whole itinerary. 

 

These days most people have at least one computer and when traveling take a laptop. Think 

about how many people can access your computer, for example colleagues at the office. If you leave 

your computer at the office overnight can maintenance, security or cleaning staff get access to it? 

There have been cases of corporate espionage where private detective companies have placed 

agents in the cleaning and security staff working at their target’s offices, so they can access the 

target company’s computers and trash after work hours. 

 

Most people would not consider the threat from a fat and bumbling night shift security guard 

downloading business data from their PC and copying papers, but you should! When you’re 

traveling do you leave your laptop in your hotel room and is it password protected? You cannot 

carry your computers around with you all the time so, one thing to do is to keep minimum 

information on it, keep all your sensitive information on a thumb drive, which you can always keep 

on your person. Then if someone accesses your computer or it’s lost or stolen the criminals won’t 
get any worthwhile information. 

 

Another common way to gain information on someone, a technique which is used by criminal, 

intelligence and law enforcement agencies alike, is to go through their target’s garbage. These days a 

lot of people shred sensitive papers to prevent identity theft, but do they shred their grocery store 

receipts, which have time, date and location on them? For example, if over a three-week period, the 

criminals were able to find receipts from a local grocery store in your garbage, which show a 

checkout time between 10 am and 11 am for the past three Saturday mornings, they would have 

identified a potential routine. On the next Saturday, it would make sense for the criminals to send 

someone to the grocery store at nine o’clock in the morning to wait and see if you turned up, who 

accompanied you, where you parked your car and if you are paying attention to the environment. 
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They could also use this opportunity to test your security by getting a young lady to ask you for help 

carrying her bags to her car. 

 

All sensitive paperwork needs to be destroyed; shredded papers can be put back together, so 

you need to ensure they are burned. Another method is to soak the papers in water until the ink 

runs and the paper turns to mush. 

 

Criminals will also try to recruit or blackmail your employees, fixers or associates to give them 

access to your itinerary and information on your assignments. This is why you must ensure that all 

your people are vetted out, supervised by trusted personnel and all sensitive information is kept on 

a “need to know” basis. I do not blame the people who are forced by criminals to provide 

information about their employers. In the emerging markets a lot of times they have little choice but 

to comply with the criminal’s demands. 

 

The initial approach usually offers the employee cash or favors if they assist the criminals, if 

they reject the offers then family members will be contacted directly and threatened with violence 

or sexual assault. What’s the employee to do, go to the police, who in many places fear, or work with 

the criminals? Consider what you would do if you were working in a volatile Latin American country 

and you find out that one of your employee’s daughters has been threatened with gang rape if the 

employee does not give the criminals your travel schedule. This is not a joke, consider what you 

would do! 

 

If the threat is coming from, say, the target of your investigation, or if you frequently meet 

personally with new contacts the criminal will just have to arrange a meeting with you at a place 

suitable for the kidnapping or assassination. Meetings should be considered high risk as people 

know where you will be at a specific time; we will discuss this more in a later chapter. 

 

When the criminals have identified your routine and have chosen a place to kidnap or 

assassinate you, they will then have to choose a method.  If your threat is from professional 

criminals, and you do not identify that you are being targeted before the criminal’s strike, chances 

are you will be successfully kidnapped or assassinated. You must learn to identify and avoid 

potential problems, forget martial arts and Hollywood fight scenes; if it gets to the stage where you 

have to fight the chances are you have screwed up somewhere or are somewhere you shouldn’t be. 

There are usually two outcomes of fights, someone goes to prison and someone goes to a hospital, in 

a 3rd world country you definitely don’t want to go to prison. If you don’t, there is a very good 

chance the alternative is landing at the morgue. 
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Dealing With Fake Police 

Most police have people’s respect so when someone claims to be a police officer they are 

believed. The criminals know this and that is why they impersonate police officers to commit their 

crimes This has turned criminals impersonating police officers into a big global problem. So, what 

should people do if they are approached by someone claiming to be a police officer? In this chapter, 

we will look at the problem of police impersonators and give you some procedures to follow if you 

suspect a supposed police officer is not a real cop! 

 

Firstly, we will look at the problem of criminals impersonating police in one of the most 

dangerous countries in the world, Mexico. I spoke with “Antonio” a former member of an elite 

Mexican police tactical team, GET of Leon, Guanajuato. We asked Antonio how big the problem of 

police impersonators was in Mexico and his response was, “The problem is huge, it’s extremely 

difficult to know who a real cop is and who are members of drug cartels. When on duty we could 

always check what patrols are in the area by radio, civilians cannot do this. Many of the drug cartels 

have corrupted police officers and have access to radios, uniforms and weapons, to be honest, a lot 

of the time they are better armed and equipped than the real police. Especially in undercover 

operations we were always extremely careful when approaching a checkpoint manned by cops we 

did not know. When we got close, we could easily identify the fake cops due to how they wore their 

uniforms, equipment, body language and their procedures. On high-risk prisoner escorts we always 

had a covert car ahead of us scouting the roads to ensure we did not drive into an ambush.” 

 

Antonio detailed one kidnapping committed by police officers that were from another state in 

Mexico but were working a case in Guanajuato. Antonio said, “These two detectives were in Leon 

following up on a case from Tamaulipas. They kidnapped a 16-year-old kid from a middle-class 

family, the kidnap was easy as they showed the kid their badges and faked an arrest, the kid was 

terrified and complied as he thought he was in trouble. The first we knew of the kidnapping was 

when the family came to the police with a video of the victim naked, bruised and being beaten. 

Luckily for the kid and the family we were able to identify the kidnappers as police officers. We 

were able to do this because one of our people recognized the shoes in the video as being the same 

as what one of the cops was wearing. These cops turned kidnappers were put under surveillance, 

we got a positive ID on the shoes, we did a close reconnaissance on the villa where they were 

staying, and it was clear something was not right about the place. We raided the place and we found 

the kid alive but badly beaten, the two cops were arrested.” When asked what the outcome would 

have been for the kid if he was not rescued Antonio said, “He would have been killed, even if the 

ransom would have been paid, those cops would not have risked releasing him as he could identify 

them” When asked what the kid could have done when confronted by the cops, Antonio said, “You 

know if you have committed a crime or not, if you know you’re innocent then complain and call the 

police station. If nothing else let others know you are being arrested and ask them to report what’s 

happening. If you have a cell phone use it, alert as many people as possible, this is not a game, it’s 

life” 
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The United Kingdom is a relatively safe country, and the crime scale is nowhere near Mexico, 

but they still have a problem with police impersonators. The British Police are the oldest and most 

established in the world so, next I spoke with Phil Walters who has recently retired as a lead 

investigator from The British Police Force having completed 30 years’ service. Phil is now a security 

consultant and instructor and provided us with a checklist of considerations that can help identify if 

you’re being stopped or contacted by a real police officer or not. 

If pulled over while driving. 
 Generally, police vehicles are easy to identify, if an undercover car is used then it should 

have blue flashing lights inside the grill area or magnetic ones on roofs. Be more 

suspicious if stopped by an undercover car as these are easier to mimic. 

 If you are pulled over, consider moving to or keeping in a busy, well-lit area where 

members of the public are in view and can see what’s going on. 

 Real Police officers completing stops and checks will be in police uniform or will be 

wearing clearly identifiable police labeled clothing. 

 Officers will be in possession of their identity card which contains a photograph of the 

officer. It’s your right to ask to be shown their ID cards clearly and to check them. 

 During initial contact keep all doors locked and lower your window a small amount to 

communicate through, always remain calm and be polite. This will also allow documents 

to be exchanged if required. 

 If you decide not to stop, contact the Police as a matter of urgency to outline your 

concerns and seek guidance on how to proceed. 

If you receive a phone call from 

someone claiming to be the police. 
 Ask for the officer’s identification number and the phone number of the Police Station 

you can call them back on. Check the Police Station telephone number against online 

listings before calling back and do not accept mobile numbers for verification call-backs. 

 Consider checking the incoming call number and recording it, make notes of the caller’s 

voice any background noise and content. 

 If told to put the landline receiver down and call straight back do so on a separate line, it 

is not unknown for callers to keep the line open on their end thus tricking you into 

thinking you have completed a security check. 

 Make an appointment to visit the officer at the Police Station to discuss in person the 

matter they called you about. 

 If a home visit is requested, agree to an appointment and ask a friendly neighbour or 

family member to be present. 

 Do not pass personal details about yourself, in particular, Bank Account/PIN numbers. 

State you intend to contact the Bank directly to discuss matters. 

 Refrain from being put under pressure to respond immediately, a few simple checks will 

not take long to complete, and a real police officer will understand your concerns. 

If a police officer turns up at your residence 
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 A fake police officer wanting to gain access to your house may claim that you have been 

the victim of a crime or are likely to be in the near future, to put you under pressure to act 

quickly with little time to think. 

 Always ensure all doors are locked and attempt to visually check the visitor prior to 

answering the door. 

 Fit a door chain – and use it. 

 If unsure do not answer the door. 

 Call the Police and enquire the reason for the visit, if the visit is legitimate, they will know 

and will tell you how to proceed. 

 Always ask for the officers’ ID cards and check them, consider cross referencing some of 

the details on the card with the officer. 

 Consider telling the officer to come back at a future time so you can arrange for a friend/ 

family member to be present. This will also give you time to verify with the police station 

that the police officer is real! 

 Be suspicious of items asked to be removed, ensure the officer has paperwork 

authorizing such and ensure a receipt is provided, consider taking photographs of both 

the items and officers responsible. 

 Officers will not request that they take items for ‘Safe Keeping’. 
 Remember it is your home, so don’t be embarrassed, do not allow in anyone whom you 

are suspicious of, always verify their ID’s and check with the police station that the visit is 

legitimate. 

The basic rule is to check the police officers’ ID, if they are real, they will show you their ID card. 

If you are still suspicious verify the reason the officer is stopping, you or visiting you with their 

station. Now, these days nearly everyone has a smartphone and we were interested in seeing if 

there were any applications or programs that could help someone identify if they were being 

stopped by a fake or real cop. 

 

Andrew Chatzkelowitz is a very experienced security consultant, instructor and project 

manager who has worked in hostile environments throughout Africa, he is now based in 

Johannesburg, South Africa. South Africa is a beautiful country but is sadly plagued with very high 

rates of violent crime and criminals impersonating police officers is common. Mr. Chatzkelowitz 

again clarified the basics of what someone should do if they suspect they are stopped by a fake cop. 

He said, “Most of the criminals here that impersonate police tend to operate on the more remote and 

quiet stretches of road, they will target females and those they see as potentially easy targets. If 

someone is being stopped while driving, we tell them to go to a busy area, such as a gas station or a 

mall, especially if it is a lone female. They should keep their doors locked and not get out of the car 

until the police officer has been positively identified. If anyone tries to break into the car, they need 

to drive to the nearest police station or safe area as quickly and safely as they can. One situation 

where people are vulnerable is when their cars breakdown in remote or not the best areas. They 

need to summon help as soon as possible, keep their doors locked and not get out of the vehicle. 

People should have a plan in place for all potential hazard and problems they could encounter.” 

 

Mr. Chatzkelowitz went on to inform us that the South African Police had developed a free 

smartphone app called “Namola” (https://namola.com/) which alerts the emergency services that 

you have a potential problem or are being a victim of a crime. Mr. Chatzkelowitz said, “Namola gives 

https://namola.com/
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you a direct line to the emergency services, when you hit the panic button, they will call you back 

immediately to see what your problem is, assess your situation and give you advice. If it’s the case of 

a fake cop they will be able to clarify this immediately and send real police units to your assistance. 

They know your location because the app works with the GPS on your phone; there are other 

features to the app, but the panic button alone can be a lifesaver.” 

 

So, we have spoken with experts from 3 different countries and 3 very different environments 

and their basic response to what you should do if approached by a suspicious person claiming to be 

a police officer are the virtually the same: check their ID’s and call the police to verify their 

identifications and reason for stopping you. To summarize what we have discussed in this chapter, if 

you are stopped or approached by a police officer you need to ask yourself the following questions: 

 

 What crime have you committed, if none then why are they stopping you? 

 Does the officer’s car look like a police car? 

 Does the officer look like a police officer, does he have the right uniform or identification 

visible? 

 What is his body language saying, is he nervous or calm and professional? 

 Can he provide you with and let you check his ID card that will have his photo and 

personal details on it? 

 Will he allow you to call the police station to verify his identity or allow a friend to be 

present while he questions you? 

If the answers to the above questions are negative, chances are you are dealing with a fake cop. 

You need to remain calm and polite and try to summon help, if you have your phone dial a trusted 

friend or the police so at least they can hear what is going on if you cannot talk directly to them. Try to detail the situation, that you need help and your location, keep repeating this… If the situation 
becomes violent and it is clear the man is not a police officer and is attempting to kidnap you then 

resist, fight, shout and scream and do everything you can to alert people that you are being attacked! 

 

As soon as you possibly can after being approached by someone suspicious or being attacked 

contact the police or a trusted person and let them know your location and what happened. If 

possible, try to get photos or video of the criminal with your phone’s camera. If you can’t try to 

remember as much as you can about them. Take note of make and model of their car, if the car had 

any dents anything distinguishing. When trying to describe a person remember their height, if fat or 

skinny, their color and accent. Also, anything distinguishing such as scars, tattoos, jewelry, how they smell and their shoes… Very few people wear the same shoes, and this can be a good identification 

point. 
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Electronic Surveillance 

Electronic surveillance is a main intelligence gathering resource for governments, criminals, 

terrorists and private investigators. It is easy to get hold of listening devices (bugs), bugging 

equipment and covert cameras from commercial outlets and the many shops that specialize in 

making and supplying this type of equipment. Today, many bugs and covert cameras can be hidden 

in almost any object like books, computers, mobile phones, rocks, and clothing. You should always 

take precautions against bugs and covert cameras, especially when you are staying in hotels or 

moving into a new residence. 

 

There are thousands of devices on the commercial market that claim to be able to detect bugs. 

However, bugs work on many different frequencies or on GSM networks and many commercially 

available bugs and bug detectors work on only a small sector of frequencies available. A professional 

criminal or terrorist will always try to use bugs that are outside of the usual frequencies or on GSM 

networks, so they stand less chance of detection. In addition, you must take into consideration 

remote controlled bugs that can be turned on and off by the listener. With most equipment, you 

would not pick up this type of bug, because it would usually be turned off until needed, such as 

during a meeting. In this sector, the most expensive equipment is not always the best. If you 

consider buying it, make sure it does what the maker claims. 

 

If your threat is from electric surveillance (ES), you should employ the services of a trusted 

specialist in the electronic counter-surveillance (ECM) field. Always check the credentials of the 

person you employ for this task and make sure he is trustworthy, also check out that his ECM kit is 

of a professional standard. An ECM specialist should also have the equipment that is required to find 

bugs that are not within the usual frequency ranges. If you use the services of a commercial ECM 

specialist, they must never be left unsupervised, there have been many cases where de-buggers 

have been found to be working for the opposition and planting or ignoring devices. 

 

You should also be aware of the threat from “hard wire” devices. These do not transmit 

information via the airways and cannot be detected by scanners etc. A listen through a wall device is 

a good example of this type of device. The device could be placed on an outside of a meeting/hotel 

room and pick up all conversation taking place in the room and the device could be attached directly 

to a recorder.  There are government agencies claiming to have a micro fiber device that they can 

stretch for 3 kilometers and receive good quality audio and video footage. 

 

It would be unrealistic for you to always carry around with you ECM equipment. The best 

defense you have against these devices is to perform a physical search whenever you will be staying 

for some time in a room or moving into a new residence. You should always carry with you such 

equipment as a torch and a Swiss Army knife type or tool. These basic items are all you should need 

to adequately perform a basic room search. If you anticipate that you will have to do an in-depth 

search always take a full search kit. 
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How A Bug Could Be Placed 
Consider this scenario: a criminal is targeting an executive for kidnapping. He needs to get 

information on the executive’s movements, routine etc. A simple tactic would be to place a listening 

device in the reception area of the target’s office. The criminal would need to buy a simple small 

listening device which could be bought over the internet or from a spy shop. The criminal would 

then task an associate, preferably female to enter the reception area and ask the receptionists for 

directions etc. While talking to the receptionists the female could blow her nose and ask them to let 

her put her tissue in their trash can. Wrapped in the tissue would be the bug. Who would ever ask to 

check a tissue someone has just blown their nose in! All going well the bug would now be in place 

and would pick up everything the receptionists are saying. Think about it, receptionists handle a lot 

of sensitive information: they make appointments, book taxis and restaurants etc. A small bug could 

transmit for about 20 to 75 meters depending on its quality and the environment it’s used in. If 

someone could not covertly get close enough to listen to it, a receiver attached to a digital voice 

activated recorder could be placed close by in a flower bed or up a drain pipe etc. GSM bugs use SIM 

cards so they can be listened in globally from any location with a phone connection. 

Considerations 
 Why might your client be under electronic surveillance? 

 Who is the threat?  Criminal, government, commercial, personal? 

 What is the expected level of skill and equipment of the opposition? 

 What information about you does the opposition have? 

Counter Procedures 
 Change meeting rooms and places at short notice- this will cause problems for anyone 

who was planning to put you under electronic surveillance. 

 Search rooms prior to meetings. 

 Clear everyone from the room/area before the search and then secure the area and allow 

access to authorized personnel only after the search is finished. 

 Upgrade the security of all areas and employ your own personnel in a counter-

surveillance role. 

 Physically search the area for suspect vehicles which could be used as a receiving/relay 

point for transmissions from a bug. 

 Leave enough time to search the area before the meeting starts. 

 Meeting rooms should have minimal furniture as this gives the opposition fewer places to 

plant bugs. 

 Search everyone entering meeting rooms for recorders or transmitters and make sure all 

rubbish is searched and removed. 

 Check any vacant-adjoining buildings and physically search the outside of buildings. 

 Perform counter-surveillance physical and electronic during meetings. 

 Keep a frequency scanner on permanent scan. 

 Be aware of remote-controlled bugs. 

 Search pictures, sockets, phones, plugs, any gifts. Place tape over screw heads, check any 

new furnishings, check ceiling panels, check outside the room. 

 Draw curtains or close blinds before those attending the meeting enter the room. 
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Cell/mobile phones can also be used as listening devices when set to auto-answer, once they are 

put in place the threat just calls the phone to hear what is being said in the close vicinity around the 

phone. The only limitations cell phones have, are their size and battery life. The other issue with 

cell/mobile is that they can be hacked or have surveillance apps installed. There are many 

commercially available surveillance apps for cell/mobile phone monitoring. In high-crime areas 

where the criminals are working with the police and cell phone companies, they can monitor your 

calls and e-mails via the servers. 

 

Another cover for planting electronic surveillance devices are burglaries. If you came home and 

found that your house or car had been broken into would you be more worried about what had 

been stolen or what had been put in place? If your car, house or hotel room has been broken into 

they need to be searched for electronic surveillance devices and contraband. I mentioned cars here 

because they are favored areas to plant listening devices as they are generally easier for the criminal 

or private investigator to get access to and break into than a residence. Also, consider what you 

discuss in your car; many an extramarital affair has been discovered or confirmed by a voice-

activated Dictaphone placed in a straying spouse’s car. 

 

Dictaphones on their own can be used by criminals as listening devices. When combined with a 

miniature microphone (that can be bought from most electronics stores) they make an excellent 

hardwire device. Dictaphones these days can record more than seventy-two hours and the data 

transfers easily to a computer. Consider how easy it would be for a criminal to get access to the 

outside walls or roof of the location you’re in right now!!! Drill a small hole through to the inside and 

then place the microphone in the hole. Outside the microphone, wire could be camouflaged and the 

Dictaphone waterproofed and concealed, even buried, then every few days the criminal could come 

by and swap the Dictaphone for one with fresh batteries and memory. The only way to find such a 

device would be a physical search; the $25K bug locator and the $500.00/ hour specialist would be 

nothing more than a waste of time and money. 

 

Hopefully, after reading this chapter, you are more aware of the threat from electronic 

surveillance and how easy it is for even low-level criminals to use this means of gathering 

intelligence on an intended target. 
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Secrecy 

Nothing is as important as secrecy. All your security plans and preparations will be worthless if 

the bad guys know them. Good personal and operational security begins with a clear understanding 

of what kind of information the criminals will be trying to learn about you, your family or business 

operation. 

 

Governments must keep secret their diplomatic alliances, secret treaties and military strategies 

etc. Although a government may suffer a great loss because of poor security, it is hard to imagine 

today a situation where a nation's defenses could be completely overwhelmed by a single security 

leak; not so with a small-scale operation. 

 

An investigation that has taken months or the lives of your associates might be ruined and or 

endangered by a single security leak. A family might be ambushed and kidnapped because a single 

piece of information was found out by the criminals, such as home address, security procedures, 

routes your child takes to school or their travel itinerary. 

 

Things that should be kept secret and restricted: 

 

 Addresses and identity of individual employees, their families or close friends. 

 Security plans and methods of operation. 

 Sources and contacts 

 Transportation capabilities. 

 Source's supplies. 

 Available backup. 

 Location of hideouts, safe houses, etc. 

 Codes, signals, passwords and lines of communications. 

 

Good personal security is a must, good team security begins with good personal security. If a 

person is living or traveling under their own name, they must keep information about their 

occupation and activities limited only to those who need to know. There is no one more completely 

defenseless than the individual whose personal security has been compromised. 

 

Personal security is a 24/7 job, to some it comes almost instinctively but others can find it very 

hard to develop. An individual's habits and personality will have a considerable effect on their 

attitude towards personal security. Some people will just never get it and it can be a liability. Such 

people should not be allowed access to sensitive information or taken to high-risk locations. 

The Basic Principles of Security 
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 Deception: Deception is essential to the success of all security operations. Always have a 

cover story and be ready with credible explanations as to who you are, what you’re doing 

and why you are doing it. 

 Avoiding attention: One way for any individual or organization to seriously compromise 

their security is to attract attention. Always keep a low profile and remember that if 

people don’t know what you are doing, they cannot counteract you. 

 Self-discipline: Everyone must abide by the rules. If anyone disregards the security 

program, they could jeopardize the personal security of all involved. 

 The program: A security program must be outlined and made clear to all personnel. 

Everyone must be trained and willing to work within the program. 

 Continual inspection: The biggest thieves are usually those trusted with the largest 

responsibilities- they have access to assets or information worth stealing. The 

conscientious person with the flawless record can easily deviate by their own accord or 

under the pressure of a little blackmail. People change and so does the importance they 

place on their own security; given time people will relax. This is why there is a need for 

everyone to be constantly inspected. 

 Fluid change: This is best illustrated by frequent changes of meeting places, routes and 

operational procedures to keep the criminals guessing. This principle is necessary 

because, if given enough time, professional criminals can crack the security of any 

organization. So, old security measures must be constantly and fluidly replaced and 

updated. 

 Action: If someone is not capable of obeying the security program they will need to be 

disciplined, they should not be trusted or only trusted with information or tasks that will 

not jeopardize anyone else. 

 

You will not have a security program by following only one or more of these principles, all must 

be followed, and you must remain alert 24/7. 

Basic Counter-Intelligence 
Basic counter-intelligence increases the security of all operations and the chances of surprise in 

offensive operations. Your security program, even if it is for yourself, should be developed to 

prevent the leaking of information or situations where criminals can extract information from you, 

your associates or your company. 

 

You must initially try finding criminal sympathizers already within your operation; this could 

be your locally recruited secretary, fixer or attorney. If you detect a sympathizer within your 

operation what are you going to do, fire them or feed them false information? You should also 

consider why they sympathize with the criminals, is it for money or are they being threatened. 

Counter-intelligence can be broken down in two practices: denial and detection. 

 

Basic denial operations may include: 

 Thoroughly brief everyone on how the criminals will try to get information on you, your 

personnel and your operation. 

 Place a high emphasis on the security of information. People must understand to keep 

things on a need to know basis and not to talk about confidential subjects in public. 
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 Make sure all papers, old computers and communication devices etc. are properly 

disposed of. 

 Employees should be briefed on bars, clubs and other venues that are safe to frequent 

and those that are not. 

 

Basic detection operations may include: 

 Background investigations must be done on all employees, especially locals who have 

access to confidential information. 

 Make maximum use of CCTV, covert cameras for detection and overt cameras for 

deterrence. 

 Monitor your staff communications including e-mail and telephone calls. 

 Put any staff members acting suspiciously or who seem to be living beyond their means 

under investigation and surveillance. 

 

These are just some basic considerations, but they can turn your security program into a shield 

extremely difficult to penetrate by the bad guys trying to gain information on you. If they cannot 

obtain any information on you it makes their job of targeting you a lot harder. Hopefully, so hard 

they’ll go and do what we want them to do, find an easier target … of which there are plenty. 
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Intelligence Gathering 

The best way to learn how to defend something is to learn how to attack it. I wrote the below 

information on intelligence gathering a few years ago for a project we were dealing with in West 

Africa. This chapter highlights basic intelligence gathering techniques that can be used against 

criminals and terrorists, which can also be used against you. As you read through this think how you 

could be targeted and what you could do to prevent information leaks. 

Intelligence Gathering 
Good intelligence is the most important element in all counterinsurgency (COIN) operations. 

Your goal is to build an accurate picture of the terrorist network, terrorists’ identities, their safe 

houses, capabilities, sources of supplies and finances etc. Below are a few considerations on how to 

gain intelligence on terrorist organizations. 

False Intelligence 
You must always verify all the information you intercept or is supplied to you, never take things 

at face value. Unverified information needs to be treated as unreliable or with great caution even if 

the source is reliable. Sources need to be rated according to their reliability. When information is 

supplied think, what was the reason the source supplied it, what was their incentive to supply the 

information. All this needs to be analyzed. Over time a source’s reliability and value should become 

clear and they should be rewarded likewise. 

 

Misinformation is something that can be used either against you or in your favor. The terrorists 

can feed you false information to lead you off their trail or into ambushes etc. That is why all 

information needs to be verified. If staging an operation based on a source’s information 

precautions need to be taken at all stages of the operations to avoid compromise or ambush. You 

can use misinformation to lure the terrorists into arrest or ambush locations, to spread confusion or 

discord within their organization etc. Use your imagination. 

Communications 
Once a terrorist suspect or supporter has been identified you can target their communications 

system. All terrorist organizations need to be able to communicate internally within their 

organization and externally with family members, sources of supplies etc. Interception of the 

terrorist lines of communication is an excellent source of valuable intelligence. 

 

1. Mail: Mail or written messages can be intercepted and read or modified to your needs. 

2. Phones: Landlines can be listened into and easily traced. If the terrorists are using pay 

phones you want to identify any patterns of use and then bug these phones and put them 

under physical surveillance. Cell phones can be traced to a location within a few meters, 

consider them as tracking devices. 

3. Radios: Most commercial radio signals can be intercepted with radio scanners. 
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Family and Friends 
Most people only communicate with a small group of family, friends and associates. So, if you 

are looking for someone their friends and family can lead you to them. Usually, it is only a matter of 

time before someone makes contact with their family etc. 

 

1. The mail and phones of the terrorist’s family and associates can be monitored. 

2. The family and associates can be placed under physical surveillance. 

3. The business and home addresses of the terrorist’s family and associates can be put 

under physical surveillance, mail and phone lines monitored and listening devices placed 

within the buildings. If terrorists are spotted, they can be followed or arrested etc. Also, 

monitor the electricity or water bills etc. for the building. If the electricity, water usage or 

food deliveries etc. increase suddenly, possibly someone could be hiding in the building. 

4. Cars of the terrorist’s family and associates can be fitted with tracking and listening 

devices. 

Locals and Neighbors 
Locals and neighbors of the terrorist, their family and associates can prove to be good sources 

of intelligence. Send a socially skilled operative to speak with them paying special attention to 

anyone who shows a dislike for the terrorist, their family and associates. 

Media 
You should monitor all media sources such as newspapers and the internet. Any reporters who 

are writing stories about the terrorist organization should be monitored. 

Documents 
Any seized or stolen document need to be analyzed. Even the smallest pieces of information 

should not be overlooked. 

Supplies 
All terrorist organizations need to be supplied with weapons, ammunition, food, medical 

equipment, gasoline and cash etc. You want to identify the terrorist’s sources of supplies. These 

sources can then be monitored, and the supplies tracked or modified. 

Routes or Areas Frequented 
Suspected routes used by the terrorists and locations they frequent for social activity etc. 

should be monitored or ambushed. If terrorists are spotted, they can be followed or arrested. 

Rewards 
Rewards can be offered for information on the terrorists. All information would need to be 

verified and rewards need to be paid if the information supplied proves to be accurate. Not paying 

rewards would lead to the program soon losing its credibility. 

Spying Operations 
Where possible a network of informers (sources) should be established, you should seek to 

recruit people who could have information on the terrorists or are close to them. Methods of 
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recruitment for sources varies greatly from person to person and depends a lot on their personality 

and reason for giving up information on the terrorists. Our initial phase is to find people who have a 

grudge against the terrorists; they could be owed money, be ex-lovers etc. They could possibly still 

be in contact with the terrorists or be able to establish communications and could be seeking 

revenge or compensation. 

 

The second group of potential recruits would be those who under normal circumstances would 

not be considered sources of information on the terrorist organization. These are people who would 

need to be persuaded to provide information on the terrorists. If you believe someone could provide 

you with information and be a semi-reliable source, you would need to compile a lifestyle check on 

the person and identify anything that could be used against them. Such as debts, vices (sex, drug or 

alcohol use, gambling etc.), extramarital affairs, criminal activity etc. that they would not want to 

become public knowledge and would be willing to provide information on the terrorist to prevent 

this from happening. A little pressure can sometimes work wonders! 

 

Everyone in your network should be offered some form of compensation. If you identify a 

potential source has debts, then money could be the only incentive they need to provide information 

on the terrorists. Any exchanges of cash or assets with sources need to be videoed and used in the 

future if the source becomes uncooperative. 

Source Security 
The identifications of your sources must be kept on a need to know basis, code names need to 

be allocated and used as soon as a potential source is identified. The personal security of the source 

and their family needs to be considered always. If a source is compromised, they need to be 

informed and relocated ASAP. If a source is killed or kidnapped it can lead to fear in other sources 

who may become uncooperative. If people know they are safe and will be looked after they will be 

more productive. All files and evidence on sources need to be kept secure, encrypted and 

disposable. 

The Placing Of Undercover Operatives 
This is where one of your operatives tries to infiltrate the terrorist organization. Your operative 

would need to appear to be a sympathizer to the terrorist cause and have a similar interest to those 

he is seeking to become friends with. When a suitable terrorist or supporter is identified the 

operative would try to strike up a relationship with them. The initial approach would not be about 

the terrorists’ cause but should be about a common interest such as sports, food etc. You would 

need to compile a lifestyle check on the terrorist and identify anything that could assist the 

operative in hooking them.  A suitable time and location for this first approach would need to be 

determined, this is when things can get off to a good start or no start at all. Over time it would be the 

operative’s job to win the confidence of the terrorist or supporter. Depending on the path the 

relationship takes will determine how the terrorist could be used. If they are loyal to their cause 

they should hopefully be able to supply valuable information, if they are disgruntled with their 

cause they could be turned or guided to cause friction within the terrorist organization. How 

involved the operative will get with the terrorists will depend on the situation and their safety. If an 

operative is left in place dealing with the terrorists for an extended period there is a chance, they 

themselves could turn to the terrorist cause. The operative’s mental wellbeing needs to be closely 

monitored. 
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Attending Meetings 

Meetings can be extremely dangerous and should always be treated with caution. This is where 

people will know where you will be at a specific time, just what the bad guys want to know. 

Arranging meetings is an easy way to set someone up for kidnapping, assassination, sexual assault 

or robbery. 

 

Meetings should be kept as secret as possible and planned well in advance. When under a high- 

level threat you want to exchange the maximum amount of information with those you are meeting 

within the shortest possible time. 

 

Firstly, you will need to select a suitable meeting location, be it a coffee shop or a hotel suite, 

this will depend on how many people you’ll be meeting with, what’s to be discussed and what is the 

threat level. You should always have a reason and cover story for being in that area at that time in 

case the meeting is compromised; for example, maybe you or those you are meeting with have 

identified they are under active surveillance. 

 

Everyone involved in the meeting will need a covert way of alerting the others that they have 

been followed or are under active surveillance. This can be done by using codes or signs en-route to 

the meeting location or quickly posted comments on online chat boards or social media sites. This 

way if one person is compromised, they should not compromise or endanger those the rest of the 

participants. Cell phones should not be used or taken to sensitive meetings as they can be tracked 

and used as listening devices; they should also not be used to warn others that you are under 

surveillance, calls and text messages would lead straight to those you were meeting with. A low-tech 

method, such as you drinking soda instead of coffee, or putting the “Do not disturb” sign on the hotel 

suite door could signal the others that things have gone bad. 

 

Whenever you are meeting people for the first time you should always use prearranged signs 

and countersigns to confirm their identity. The simplest thing is a pre-arranged question and 

answer, this works better than checking ID cards as the person you’re meeting with might be the 

right person, but you know them by a pseudonym. In a basic context, you want to make sure the 

limo driver who is meeting you at the airport is your real driver and will take you to your hotel not 

into months of captivity or to a garbage dump! 

 

 

Theory Put into Practice 
I spoke with Jerry Arrechea, a corporate security manager and World Champion martial artist 

based in Mexico City. Mexico has one of the highest crime rates in the world and is second only to 

Syria for its murder and violent death rates, so I wanted to know what Jerry recommends to his 

clients for keeping themselves safe. 
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 “In Mexico, we must deal with a wide array of security problems ranging from drug cartel 

violence to general street crime and there is no magic solution. The criminals here are professionals, 

they plan and organize their crimes from the initial surveillance of their targets to how to escape 

after the crimes have been committed. It’s important for us to be able to identify the criminals in the 

surveillance and planning stage of their operations and take countermeasures. The last thing we 

want is a confrontation as the criminals are usually very well armed and not afraid to shoot. We 

would sooner lose goods or money than put our clients in hostile situations. 

 

One situation where we are always extra careful is when we are attending meetings in 

unfamiliar areas especially with people we don't know 100% as these meetings could be set-ups for 

robberies or kidnappings. Before the meeting we do a thorough due diligence check on those we are 

meeting with, on the day of the meeting we sweep the area looking for anyone or vehicles that look 

questionable and usually employ protective surveillance personnel while the meeting is taking place 

to alert us of any suspicious activity that may take place in the area. I advise all my clients, especially 

females to be cautious when attending meetings where they will be isolated even if they are meeting 

with people they know to some degree. I have a female self-defense client who is a luxury real estate 

agent and has had several issues with clients over the years who have tried to sexually assault her 

while she is showing properties. These days she always has a male driver take her to appointments, 

has worked out a plan of action if she is attacked and always has something close at hand she can 

use as a weapon. The last wannabe playboy, someone whom she had met before, that tried to touch 

her inappropriately ended up with two broken fingers and a broken nose, all her driver had to do 

when he came to her assistance was to throw the now whimpering playboy off the property.... 

 

This lady’s driver is a well-trained and dedicated guy, but it still took him time after being 

alerted to get to her location. She feels it can be intimidating for her clients if she had a bodyguard 

shadowing her, so her driver usually waits in the car. This is why she had worked out her immediate 

reaction drill as she knew it would take 15 to 45 seconds for her driver to come to her assistance. 

Everyone should think about how they would react to an assault and have a plan in place. Even if 

you are in an area where the police will come quickly to your assistance, you must know how to 

alert them you're in danger and then protect yourself until they are able to get to you. As I said 

earlier, there is no magic fix, you must be aware of your environment and have plans in place for 

how to avoid potentially hostile situations and in the worst-case scenarios how to use force to 

defend yourself!” 

Considerations for Attending Meetings 
 Do you know in detail the meeting location? If not, then check it or get someone trusted to 

check it. 

 Things to take into consideration include the facilities (bathrooms, cafes, taxis, 

payphones etc.), potential surveillance positions, location of surveillance cameras, escape 

routes. 

 Will it be daylight or dark? 

 What is the condition of pedestrian and vehicle traffic, what are people wearing, age and 

type of people in the area? 

 Make plans and procedures for all possible emergencies identified in your threat 

assessment. 
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 Consider where along your route to the meeting location you would put surveillance 

personnel to watch you if you were the opposition and identify where on your approach 

to the meeting location you would be channeled. 

 How will you get to the meeting location: walking, using public transport or driving? 

 If driving where will you park your car, will it be secure or hidden, how long would it take 

you to get back to it in an emergency and what are you going to do if it’s compromised? 

 What will you wear for the meeting and will you need a change of clothes; remember it’s 

always easier to dress down than up. You can always take off a sports coat and shirt and 

put them in a plastic bag. 

 Will you be carrying any weapons and is there any risk of being searched? 

 Always be aware of what’s going on in the environment around you; watch for warning 

signs posted by the those you’re meeting with that could indicate they have been 

compromised, any unusual activity, people waiting in cars or vans with blacked out 

windows, fit young men with short hair hanging around for no reason, read the body 

language of those waiting in possible surveillance positions etc. 

 When you reach the meeting location sweep the area for anything suspicious, you might 

not be under surveillance but the person you’re meeting with could be. 

 If you can, select a good position at the meeting location from where you can view as 

many entrances as possible, be close to escape routes and view what’s going on the street 

outside without being in clear view from outside. 

 Locate those you are meeting with and exchange passwords, consider walking them to 

another location to identify if they are under surveillance. 

 If you are going to eat and drink, consider the method of payment; credit cards leave a 

paper trail. 

 Also, do not leave your food or drink unattended or let anyone fetch you a drink from the 

bar etc. as this is an opportunity to drug it. 

 Under a high threat make sure you do not leave anything behind from which fingerprints 

or DNA samples could be taken. 

 During the meeting constantly watch for physical, video and audio surveillance, if you 

have the manpower get a trusted associate to do this for you and to watch your back. 

 Keep the meeting as short as possible and when it’s is over, leave the area as quickly as 

possible and conduct several counter-surveillance drills, consider changing your 

appearance if necessary. 

 If further meetings are required, they would have to be varied for different times of day 

and days of the week. 
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Personal Security In Hostile Crowds 

Over the years I have been caught up in several situations with crowds where things could have 

gone very bad, very quickly. Crowds are best avoided at all cost when providing close 

protection/bodyguard services, but some clients want or need be at the center of the party or in the 

thick of the action, and they are paying the bills! 

 

Two good examples of why crowds should be avoided are the incidents that happened in 1998 

in Northern Ireland to British Army Corporals Derek Wood and David Howes and the attack on the 

CBS journalist Lara Logan in Tahrir Square, Egypt in 2011. Research and study these incidents and 

use them for brainstorming prior to your operational planning to ensure you don’t make the same 

mistakes. It’s easy to criticize other people’s actions from a distance; we want to learn not to 

criticize. 

 

Corporals killings: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corporals_killings 

Lara Logan: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lara_Logan 

 

In 1988 in Northern Ireland two off-duty plainclothes soldiers, Corporals Derek Wood, and 

David Howes drove into the funeral procession for an IRA terrorist. Why they were there we will 

never know, the theory is they were lost and came off a designated route or were sightseeing. They 

were trapped by the crowd, dragged from their car and executed with their own firearms. 

 

I am sure many of you are asking yourselves why they did not shoot their attackers. To start 

with these were not Infantry soldiers but signalers; also, the rules of engagement in Northern 

Ireland were extremely strict. I am sure if they started to shoot their unarmed attackers and 

survived the situation, today they would still be in jail on murder charges. The terrorists’ lawyers 

would be screaming human rights violations with their media and American friends calling it an 

unjustified massacre. It is a No-win situation, right? so, avoid crowds! 

 

Had they taken aggressive action they would have had to deal with the legal consequences. 

Plans for the aftermath of a use of force incident need to always be in place. At that time in Northern 

Ireland off duty troops only carried 10 rounds for their pistols, so would they have had enough 

ammunition to get out of the situation to start with? 

 

This second incident from Tahrir Square, Egypt in 2011 is where the CBS journalist Lara Logan 

was dragged into a crowd and sexually assaulted. I have worked with news crews and understand 

that a lot of times they need to take a risk to get the story they are after. This is where the worst-

case scenario should always be assessed and prepared for. From a close protection point of view, 

the clients need to be made aware of the threats, even if they ignore the warning (KYA). 

 

Rule 1. The streets can go very bad, very quickly, wherever you are! What can we learn from 

this incident and what could have been done differently? I think it’s clear their security man did 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corporals_killings
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lara_Logan
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everything he physically could but one man against 100 has no chance, and in close quarters he was 

lucky not to be seriously injured, stabbed or killed himself. Many of these news agencies policies are 

that they don’t use armed security and he could not have legally had a firearm there anyway. Non-

lethal or improvised maybe, pepper spray might have been an option, but I doubt it would be 

available or legal. You also need to consider if your use of force will escalate the situation, a lot to 

consider right! 

 

I have written about this issue many times before: just because someone is big and calls 

themselves a security guard, bodyguard etc. does not mean they know what they are doing or will 

risk getting hurt protecting you! I expect the two local guards the news crew’s fixer arranged were 

just big friends of his who wanted to earn a few dollars, so I don’t blame them for disappearing 

when things went bad. 

 

When things started to go bad, they needed to reach their vehicles ASAP, but I believe the 

evacuation route to the vehicles was blocked and the vehicles were too far away. I had this happen 

to me once before in bad part of Haiti due to the clients heading in one direction and the local drivers heading in the other… The drivers had more common sense than the clients… 

 

One thing that could have been done would have been to hire a couple of local police or military 

personnel, well more like ask for a favor… If this could have been done it would depend on the 

budget and the news agencies policies on working with police etc. as they are generally trying to 

stay neutral in a situation. 

 

Hopefully, this chapter will give you a few things to think about and remember, in a perfect 

world it’s best to avoid crowds, but in reality, it’s nearly impossible. I have given two extreme 

examples here that you should research.  Should you be at a sports event, street carnival or political 

event remember rule #1: The streets can go very bad, very quickly! 
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Killing With Kindness 

The devil does not come to you with a red face and horns, 

he comes to you disguised as everything you ever wanted! 

 

When going over threat assessments with security consultants, executive protection personnel 

and the like it amazes me that the vast majority of people only consider and plan for dealing with 

the threats of physical violence or theft. Their operational plans usually consist of nothing more 

than supplying as much armed personnel, armored cars and house alarms as the budget will allow. 

A serious security program, in my opinion, means having to be pro-active and preventative, not 

reactive. 

 

To start with, what people forget is that in most countries it is impossible for foreigners to 

legally carry firearms for self-defense and if locals can carry firearms the laws on use of force are 

usually very strict; obtaining the weapons and permits can be very difficult and expensive. More 

importantly, while armed guards, trained or untrained, can reassure a client and deter your basic 

street criminal, for the professional criminals they are just a show that presents little danger. 

 

I tell my clients that I place the threat from blackmail and kidnapping a lot higher than that of 

assassination. Think about it, if someone is executed how useful will they be? On the other hand, if 

someone can be entrapped, blackmailed and manipulated they can provide the criminals with an 

ongoing source of funds or information etc. If someone is kidnapped, they are a valuable asset which 

can be ransomed or used as a barging tool to influence the decisions of others. 

 

Now, think like a criminal who is going to kidnap someone who is traveling with armed 

bodyguards. Would you want to get into a shoot-out with the bodyguards and risk your life, that of 

the person you want to kidnap and alert the police or military, or would you rather do things more 

discreetly? 

 

Organized criminals and drug cartel members are business people, they are out to make money, 

so how will killing people make them money. In some of the emerging markets assassination is the 

unofficial way of solving business disputes as assassins are usually a lot cheaper to hire than 

lawyers. A person is usually assassinated to be removed from the equation or to be made an 

example of; most people might never be faced with the threat of targeted assassination. 

 “Plata o Plomo” (Silver or Lead) is a common criminal saying in Latin America and it means take 

my money or take my bullets. This is not just a Latin American phenomenon; in the late 90’s I had 

dealings with an individual in Eastern Europe whose tactical and self-defense capabilities were high. 

He was working for a state police unit protecting a politician, who had, let’s say… Mafia issues, as 

most people with any influence did in those days. The Mafia group’s initial approach to the politician 

was not directly to him; they first contacted the wives of the bodyguards on his security detail. And, 
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as usual, the initial approach was very polite and offering financial rewards for favors…  So, who’s 

more important to you, a client or your family? 

 

In the real-world fighting is for amateurs; think about it from the criminal’s point of view, there 

are many ways to make a protection team operationally ineffective and the use of force is nowhere 

near the top of this list. To start with, most people’s standard of personal security is extremely low. 

They’re a bodyguard and have a gun, so people are scared of them, right? Well, maybe their 

reflection in the mirror when they are taking selfies in the bathroom wearing their best suit and tie is… 

 

If you can’t protect yourself how can you protect others? Professional personal security is 24/7, 

not just for the length of a detail or shift. From a commercial point of view, you certainly need to 

promote yourself but that does not mean letting everyone at Starbucks hear your work-related 

conversations or look over your shoulder to see whom you’re chatting with online. I should not have 

to mention to you the need for caution regarding what you post on social media, but… 

 

In most places in the world drugs are freely available. Why should a criminal risk getting into a 

shoot-out when they can just drug their target’s security team. It's common for people to get 

drugged in bars and clubs for robbery or rape but many professionals in the security business don't 

consider this threat to security details. What would it take for a server at your regular coffee shop to 

spike your morning latte with Ketamine, GHB or Rohypnol? I am sure if your threat comes from 

semiprofessional criminals, they will be assessing your routine just as I am sure the barista who is 

making your morning coffee with a smile will happily take the criminals’ silver rather than lead. A 

basic Gypsy robbery tactic in Europe is to get their small children to go out and sell glasses of tea or 

soft drinks to tourists. Would you expect a cute little girl with gold coins weaved in her hair to give 

you a spiked drink? 

 

Always know where your food and drink are coming from, always be suspicious of gifts and 

never leave food or beverages unattended in public or with strangers, especially attractive women 

you have just met. The common date rape drugs like Rohypnol, GHB, Ketamine are tasteless and 

odorless, take approximately 15 to 30 minutes to take effect and usually last three to six hours, 

depending on the dosage. These drugs make the victims weak, unconscious and unable to remember 

what happened. Prescription drugs such as Klonopin and Xanax have similar effects, especially in 

large doses. 

 

A drug that is regularly used in crimes in Colombia, Venezuela and Ecuador is Burandanga or 

Scopolamine which is extracted from the Borrachero tree. Scopolamine has numerous legitimate 

medical uses but when used by rapists and criminals it renders their victims into a compliant 

zombie-like state of which they remember nothing. Victims have the outward appearance of being 

okay but are in fact in a trance and are totally unaware of what they’re doing. Victims of 

Scopolamine overdoses are common in Colombian hospitals as are the deaths of those who received 

a large dose or had a low tolerance.  This drug is more common than people think. I have come 

across similar ones in Haiti and West Africa; once administered through liquid or powder form the 

victim is completely compliant and helpless. 
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In the late 90’s in Eastern Europe I knew of one very low-profile government agency that 

suffered several fatalities from targeted chemical attacks. The initial killings were not recognized as 

targeted assassination as the victims had died in car crashes. What sparked concern was that during 

the autopsies the victims who were otherwise fit and in good physical conditions had fluid in their 

lungs. They had been killed by an anesthesia drug placed in the ventilation intake of their cars, so 

when they were running the car’s heating system the anesthesia was dispersed inside the car and 

they died from a chemical overdose combined and covered with a car crash. 

 

In 2002 Russian special forces used an anesthesia drug to end the hostage crisis at the 

Dubrovka Theater in Moscow during a performance of the popular musical Nord-Ost. The drug, 

Kolokol-1, was pumped into the theater through the ventilation/heating system and knocked out 

everyone inside. All the terrorists were killed but unfortunately so were 130 of the hostages, 

reportedly due to adverse effects from the drug.  A much lower tech version of this would be to 

spray pepper or OC spray into a building’s ventilation intake, the gas would disperse throughout the 

building and affect anyone inside if sufficient quantities were used. 

 

One of the best and most effective weapons organized criminals have and use is sex. I remember 

as a 17-year-old British infantryman first in basic training and then Northern Ireland being warned 

that the Irish Terrorists used to send women into the bars to pick up (honey trap) soldiers; when 

the troops went home with these young ladies instead of getting sexual favors they got a beating or 

a bullet in the head from the girl’s waiting accomplices. 

 

The tactic of the “honey trap” is a trick where a female will approach and start a conversation 

with a male, who may be a pre-planned target or just someone who looks like he has money. The 

aim of the female is to get the male to go with her to a hotel room or apartment for sex. If the male 

goes with her then the trap can develop in several ways.  A crude honey trap would be where the 

male is drugged or beaten and then robbed. A more intricate honey trap would involve the man 

being videoed having sex with the female, the more deviant the better, and then blackmailed for 

favors or hard currency. 

 

Think about it, how many guys do you know who would say NO if you gave them the gift of an 

afternoon in a decent hotel room with two attractive young ladies who were there to please? Now, I 

am sure most security professionals would say they would never do such things while on a detail or 

in life in general, but I will say they are talking bullshit. Boys will be Boys, I understand this and 

know that some men when away from their wives, families and regular environments will take 

every opportunity to party. 

 

I once got a short-term job in a conservative Middle Eastern country for someone I work with 

on the circuit in London. He is former British army and had a good career in the British Police. He 

has an accomplished professional background as well as an addiction to Tinder, which I thought 

would have been blocked in the country we were in. When not working he was doing his best to 

meet up and try to sleep with any woman that would have him, even though unmarried couples 

caught having relations in that country would lead to both parties being thrown in jail. In this 

situation the only person he was a danger to was himself and to be honest if he had gotten himself 

arrested, apart from it being highly amusing for me, it would have been a good introduction to the 

real world for him after his career in the sheltered environments of the British military and police. 
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From a management point of view, you need to ensure your people are experienced and mature 

enough not to be tempted by any woman that looks in their direction. In Eastern Europe it ’s not 

uncommon to get prostitutes phoning your hotel room offering their services; your details supplied 

by their associates working in the hotel. Would you say no, would the people you’re working with 

say no? 

 

Whether prostitutes are found online, at a strip bar or supplied by other sources they can all 

bring big problems, not only disease but also robbery and blackmail. The U.S. secret service had 

major issues in 2012 in Cartagena, Colombia. The agents were stupid enough to take prostitutes 

they met in a night club to their hotel rooms where they had their weapons, presidential security 

plans, phones and computers etc. There are plenty of “by the hour” hotels in Colombia, so why take 

a hooker to your hotel? The less your new friend knows about you the better, even if you are in love! 

 

Their behavior can only be described as completely stupid and the whole affair came to light 

after they refused to pay a girl her agreed fee and she called the cops on them. In many places the 

police provide security and act as enforcers for sex workers in return they earn some extra money 

or favors. Maybe, in this case, the secret service agents would have been better off in the short term 

if the girl’s protectors were Cartel and not local police, but in the long-term favors would have 

needed to be returned, nothing is ever free! 

 

Again, asking from a management point of view: would a security detail for a senior Cartel 

member be put in the same situation as the secret service agents? I think not. I am sure, if required 

they would have access to trusted women in a neutral location. I am also sure that if they committed 

the same security negligence as the secret service agents, they would be lucky to just get a bullet in 

the head. 

 

Five Star hotels and exclusive venues are always favored hangouts for attractive women seeking 

to better themselves and make some hard currency in the process. Be it London, Paris, Miami or 

Port Harcourt these ladies will not be hard to find. One funny story, that could have led to big 

problems, involves a gentleman I know who exchanged phone numbers with a very attractive lady 

he met in a high-end hotel lobby in West Africa. After an evening of exchanging texts, he invited the 

girl to his hotel room. When she got there an argument quickly broke out as he did not realize he 

had to pay for her time, I think his ego was hurt.  He ended up, when the situation was made clear to 

him, paying the girl, which was the right thing to do. He was dumb and had wasted her time, for her 

it was business, if he just wanted a conversation, he should have Skyped his wife. 

 

A lot of the sex business is run by organized crime and in a lot of places as I have said the police 

provide protection for the venues and the girls.  The criminals and police also use the girls to 

provide them with intelligence on potential targets for blackmail, extortion or kidnapping. With a 

call to her friends in the police our dumb friend’s actions in West Africa could have caused him and 

maybe the rest of the security team a lot of third world problems. The type of problems that we 

could make go away but it would have cost a lot more than the girl’s fee. 

 

Now think about this scenario, you’re in your hotel room in a developing country and there is a 

knock on your door. When you answer it there is the hotel manager and two police officers who ask 
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to search your room, are you going to say no, can you say no? When they look under your bed, they 

find an illegal handgun. If you’re lucky they give you an option to pay a fine and not just drag you off 

to a 3rd world prison. Do you think anyone will believe the gun was not yours; there are 3 witnesses 

who were present when it was found. So, how could an illegal weapon, drugs or child porn end up in 

your hotel room or residence. Maybe via any of the attractive young ladies your team has decided to 

entertain or if you’re married you could always blame the hotel staff. 

 

Think about what you would do in your own country if your car was broken into or you come 

home one day to find your front door has been forced open. Call the cops? Most people would wait 

for the cops to turn up and then make entry to the house or let the cops check for fingerprints etc. 

But what’s going to happen if the cops enter your house and find illegal drugs or look under your car 

seat and find a firearm, that hopefully for your sake has not been used in a crime. In some obvious 

break-ins, you need to be more concerned about things being put in place rather than what’s been 

taken! 

 

In many places the police, judges and legal system are for hire and at the service of the highest 

bidder or the best connected. One good example of this was highlighted for me when I was offered a 

security job in a fairly remote part of Eastern Europe. This was again in the late 1990s, for clients 

who had a dispute with a local governor over some very valuable assets. At the time I had very good 

contacts in the country who made it very clear to me there was no way to provide security in that 

region. 

 

We could hire the most capable people in that area but even though they would be working for 

us they were answering to that region’s governor. Their families, their jobs and their whole lives 

were there. Would they risk all of this for a short-term contract? I knew they wouldn’t! It was in 

their best interest to take our money but also to inform on us and work against our interests. 

 

In a case like this, why not bring in a security detail from another area? Because we thought it 

wouldn’t take long before they were arrested for some bogus reason. Again, the governor controlled 

the region which meant the police, courts and judges. There would be no need for Hollywood shoot-

outs, the whole security detail could be arrested by a superior number of well-armed police on 

trumped up weapons, drugs charges etc. I am sure after a few days of being abused in prison and 

media headlines declaring the illegal activities of these guns for hire the judge would do his duty and 

give them a long custodial sentence.  This would also highlight to the client that it would be in his 

interests to just comply with the governor’s wishes and live happily ever after. 

 

Hopefully, you can see from this short chapter there are a lot of real threats out there that need 

to be taken into consideration when working a security detail, more than just the threat of physical 

assault. A lot of the issues I have highlighted here can occur in Western Europe and the U.S.; you 

don’t have to be in one of today’s high-risk countries. If your threat assessment identifies a threat 

from serious criminals you need to consider and plan for all possible threats, put yourself in the 

criminal’s shoes and think about how you would target yourself. Always remember, if you can’t solve a problem with money, then you can always solve it with a lot of money… Let’s just hope you have the money… 
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Home Security 

The security of your home is a main priority but when most people think about this, they are 

only considering the threats from thieves or burglars. Well, there are quite a few other things that 

you need to consider especially if you’re an investigator or political journalist. 

 

One of the biggest security threats are the people you let into your residence. You should all be 

aware that if someone you don’t know turns up at your front door you should not to let them in, 

even if they claim to be from a utilities company etc. If they don’t have an appointment don’t open the door and turn them away. If they are persistent then call the police… If someone claiming to be a 
police officer turns up unexpectedly at your door always verify their identity with their dispatch or 

station, real cops will understand your concerns! 

 

That young and respectable looking woman knocking on your door could be there to check if 

anyone is home, to look at your security procedures, if you let her in she will see the layout of your 

house and if you have anything worth stealing or trying to plant a listening device. Think about your 

procedures for answering the door to a stranger, and ensure your children understand never to 

open the door to a stranger. 

 

I have had clients who attended my courses and when I asked them how well they knew the 

cleaners and gardeners they hired the answer was they had no clue who they were. Most seemed to 

hire from an agency, or they were sent by a company. Generally, that’s fine if the agency or company 

are vetting their staff properly or, better still, know them personally but many don’t. 
 

The domestic help industry is hard work generally poorly paid so it tends to attract those new 

to a country or those that may have problems obtaining work papers. I am in no way saying that 

these people are bad, quite the opposite, many times they are dependent on the job and will not do 

anything stupid to jeopardize it. What I am saying is check to make sure that if they come from a 3rd 

party they are known and trusted. It’s best to always do things by recommendation and check 

references. 

 

The potential issue that comes to most people’s minds when letting someone into their home is 

that they can steal things, which is the obvious one. There is also the issue of people committing 

illegal activity such as drug use etc. which I will talk about a little later. One potential problem that 

many ignore is letting visitors use their Wi-Fi and freely giving out passwords. Do you know what 

these people are searching the web for? If it’s child pornography you’re going to have a problem. If 

they are running an internet scam, threatening or blackmailing people all this will come back to 

your IP address. My advice would be try to use parental blocks on your Wi-Fi and change the 

passwords regularly. 

 

Most people have friends over to visit, many have dinner parties etc. My question is how well do 

you know your guests? People in general are nosy and many will want to wander through your 
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house, with or without permission. If you don’t want people to wander around then lock doors and 

try to block hallways, pet or child gates attached to an alarm can be a good and affordable deterrent. 

 

The other issue arising from living with others, in general, is people being let into your home 

without your knowledge. A live-in nanny can sneak her boyfriend in just as your teenage daughter 

can. I will touch on an issue here that mainly concerns firearms. 

 

I had a client come through my classes who had grown up in a Latin American country where 

his family owned a farm. One night his father heard a noise in the house, grabbed his legally owned 

pistol and went to investigate. When he walked in the kitchen, he bumped into a man in boxer 

shorts and shot him thinking he was an intruder. In reality, the man was the boyfriend of one of the 

live-in staff and had gone to the kitchen to get something to drink; he was also a police officer. In 

many places this would have been regarded as a justifiable shooting, a genuine mistake but, the 

country was going communist, landowners were not in a favorable position and the police were not happy one of their own was shot… The father, the shooter was sentenced to prison on a murder charge. He later died in prison… 

 

Every now and again in the US there is a case where a family member shoots another by 

accident due to mistaking them for an intruder in their homes. If firearms are kept for home 

security, there must always be good communication between family members as to who is staying 

in the house and when people are coming and going. There is no room for mistakes, and you can’t be 

overcautious. 

Residential security 
Residential security (RS) is something that is usually taken very lightly. Most believe installing 

an alarm system and maybe a camera or two is all that’s required.   The basic procedures I have 

listed here can be applied to all residences; what will differ is the type and size of the residence and 

the budget available. 

 

A threat assessment must be compiled, and all vulnerable spots identified. A set of plans needs 

to be compiled, and procedures drawn up for every eventuality.  You should search a new property 

for electronic surveillance devices and contraband such as illegal drugs or weapons that could have 

been left there by the previous occupants. 

 

If you have children, it pays to search your home on a regular basis for anything they could have 

brought home, or their friends could have left that could cause problems. The bookbag their friend 

asked them to look after could contain stolen items, drugs, a firearm etc. Educate your children to 

the potential risks and take precautions, they may think they are helping someone when in reality, 

are putting themselves and others at risk. 

 

If the budget allows, alarms and cameras can be installed internally and externally. Always 

choose the best you can afford and buy from a reputable dealer; it is best to also get a service 

agreement and have all equipment regularly serviced by trusted people. 

 

As I have said before, be very careful whom you let into your house especially those installing 

security equipment. Why? Because you want to ensure 1. They are installing quality equipment 2. 
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They are placing the cameras in the right areas 3. They are not scoping out your home for their 

friends to come and rob later 4. They will not be selling or passing on your Wi-Fi, cloud storage and alarm codes to those who will come to rob you later… Get the picture…? 

 

If you move into a house that has cameras installed check to make sure you know the locations 

of all the cameras and ensure all internet codes are changed, you don’t want the previous owners 

spying on you. Remember if you use internet cameras they can be hacked into. If someone gets 

access to your computers, smartphones, passwords or on a more professional level access to your 

server they can also see what you’re up to. 

 

Many people have alarm systems and panic buttons in their residences, and it amuses me that a 

lot of people believe installing an alarm is all it is required to protect their families. We have all seen 

the commercials on TV where a woman is home alone, the alarm goes off, the bad guy runs away 

and the alarm company phones her to make sure she is OK; if only the world was that perfect. What 

if the bad guys aren’t worried and expect an alarm to go off because they know they have at least 15 

minutes before the police will respond. If you have an alarm system you need to know what the 

response time will be for those responding, be it an armed response company or the local police. 

 

Another criminal tactic to counter an alarm system in a residence is to keep setting them off 

until the target turns the system off. Think about it, if over a period of two weeks the alarm on your 

back door keeps going off between 1 am to 4 am what would you do? Initially, for the first few alarm 

activations, the police will respond. In many places after 3 false alarm activations the police will no 

longer respond, if you have an armed response company, they will be charging you for every alarm 

they respond to. I am sure you will call the alarm company to fix the alarm, but they will find 

nothing wrong with it. Would you keep putting up with the cost and aggravation of the apparently 

false alarm activations or just turn the alarm off? Take nothing at face value, if you have an alarm 

that starts going off for no apparent reason, look deeper! 

 

Security for a residence needs to be planned in depth with multiple rings of defense, how many 

you have will depend on the type and size of the residence. When planning the security for a 

residence you need to think like the criminals. In 1994 I was working in South Africa and was tasked 

to provide security for numerous residences that had active threats on them. My shift usually 

started in the early evening and went through to the next morning, at sunrise. When I arrived at a 

residence the first thing I would do was to assess the area around the residence for likely criminal 

surveillance points and approach routes. I would then assess the fence or wall around the garden for 

the most likely spot the criminals would use as an entry point. I would then take up a position in the 

garden where I could see the likely criminal entry point or points and as much of the residence as 

possible, then I waited. 

 

The first cordon of security you should consider is the general area around the residence. 

Consider using CCTV to cover the streets and exterior of the walls of your grounds. If your residence 

is in an apartment building, the next level of security could take the form of covert CCTV in public 

areas or placing the building under general protective surveillance. In a large house, this cordon will 

be the walls or hedges that surround the grounds; these can be monitored by CCTV, with sensors or 

where legal, topped with razor or electric wire. 
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In a large residence, the next cordon would be the grounds or garden. This area could be 

covered by CCTV and all external buildings such as garages and tool sheds need to be properly 

secured. A lot of people ask me about using guard dogs, something I tend to dissuade people from 

doing. Dogs can be weapons and must be kept under control. In South Africa I had two German 

Sheppards attack me; they did not die because the client was screaming at me not hurt them. The 

dogs had been let out of their cage, as they usually were in the evening, by a staff member who did 

not know I was working there. OK, it was only me, so no problems but what if it was a child or 

woman and the dogs’ owner was not there to take control of them? 

 

If you use dogs, they must be properly trained. If I was in a high-risk area I would consider 

having dogs in my yard if they were properly trained. Dogs can be targeted same as security 

personnel, if they are not trained properly, they are easy to poison. Guard dogs that bark a lot are 

easy to counter, same as an alarm system. We used this tactic numerous times in parts of Latin 

America where every house seems to have a pack of dogs. You just need to get the dogs barking and 

keep them barking. The owner will soon get fed up with it or the dogs will get tired. 

 

The next cordon would be the residence itself; all doors, windows and skylights need to be 

secured and controlled and if possible, alarmed. Consider defensive gardening to deter criminals 

from gaining access to windows; plant thorny bushes below the window that would make it difficult 

and noisy for the criminals to get through. Ideally, all rooms should be fitted with motion detectors 

and in high-risk areas locked when not in use. 

 

You need to consider what you are going to do if criminals try to make entry to your residence; 

you need to make plans and preparations for this. In my courses I usually ask people what they 

would have done if someone tried to break into their house the previous night, a lot of people say 

they don’t know or just then start to think about it. You need to put together sensible procedures, 

and then if you have an issue you will know what to do and not panic. 

 

There are two general considerations when planning your procedures; are you going to stay in 

the residence or evacuate, what you do will depend on your situation. A secure room needs to be 

designated within the residence to be used as a safe room for you and your family in the event of an 

attack where immediate evacuation is not practical. 

 

The room should be lockable from the inside and have several good communication links with 

the outside world; there should be a list of emergency numbers in the room, so help can be 

summoned in the event of an emergency. What equipment is in the room will depend on your 

situation and the length of time you will need to possibly stay in that room, and this is where you 

need to know the approximate response times of those coming to help you. The main thing a safe 

room needs is an escape route. If I was a criminal and wanted to target someone whom I knew took 

their security seriously I would not enter their residence. If someone knows how to defend a 

building, SWAT and room clearing tactics won’t work and you’re going to have big problems. The 

easiest way to clear a building is to cordon it and set it on fire, then attack the inhabitants as they 

exit. 

 

A set of procedures will need to be drawn up for dealing with visitors to the residence; this is 

the downfall of most residential security programs. A good example of this happened in Haiti to a 
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business associate of mine and resulted in the kidnapping of family members. This person has a 

large residence and employed an armed guard to man his front gate. One evening the guard opened 

the gate to talk with someone who was asking after one of the staff members. As soon as he stepped 

outside the gate he had a gun put to his head by a criminal who was waiting next to the gate. The 

criminal with his crew gained access to the residence, as the doors were left open, robbed the place 

and kidnapped four people. 

 

Why should the criminals try to break into a residence when in a lot of cases they can get the 

occupants to easily open the doors and come to them? As you read this now, what would you do if 

someone crashed into your car? You would go outside to see what had happened thus placing 

yourself in a position to be kidnapped while at the same time giving the bad guys access to your 

house. A lot of houses have their electric mains outside, same in places where generators are used. If 

the criminals cut the power what will most people do? Go out and investigate. Sever the connection 

to most people’s satellite TV and what will they do, go outside and check the dish. See the pattern, so 

do the criminals! 

Residential security checklist 
Here is a list of things you want to consider when planning the security for your residence. Not 

everything will apply to you but take what does and use it. A lot of the considerations here can be 

applied to most houses or apartments. 

 

 Always plan security in depth, you want as many cordons of defense as possible. 

 Have several means of communications, land-lines and cellular, check them regularly. 

 Have planned escape routes. 

 If the residence is overlooked, what sniper or surveillance positions are there? 

 Check to see if the residence is under surveillance. 

 Has the residence been searched for electronic surveillance devices or contraband? 

 Is the residence is ever left unoccupied, it needs to be searched before re-occupation. 

 Does the residence have a fence or wall around it that can realistically keep out 

intruders? 

 Are there gates to the residence, can they stop an intruder or a car, are the gates locked at 

all times and what are the procedures for greeting visitors? 

 Is there anything to help criminals climb over the garden walls or gates, such as trees or 

poles around the exterior of the property? 

 If the residence is in an apartment building, are there fire escapes or scaffolding that 

could give the criminals a way in? 

 Always use counter-surveillance drills before entering and upon exiting the residence. 

 What security lights are there, do they work, when are the lights turned on and where is 

their control switch? If the control switch is outside, move it inside. 

 Lights should shine away for the residence not on to it. 

 Consider attaching lights triggered by movement detectors outside of doors and 

vulnerable areas. 

 Any defects to floodlighting or other security lights should be fixed ASAP. 

 If you are in an apartment building, is the reception manned 24hrs a day and if so, by 

competent people? Consider a penetration test. 
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 Do your doors have peepholes- peepholes are best positioned at the side of the door or in 

the wall so, you cannot be shot through the door. If using a peephole always extinguish 

any lights behind you. 

 Consider using a video phone to greet visitors and cameras to cover the doors and 

surrounding areas. 

 If you are using guard dogs, make sure they are well trained and preferably under the 

control of their handler. 

 Are all doors to the residence solid and are the doorframes solid, most times a doorframe 

will break before the lock on the door. 

 Are the locks on the doors of a good quality and have you changed them since taking over 

the residence? 

 If a key is lost or an employee fired who has access to keys, change your locks. 

 Consider using deadbolts at the top and bottom of a door and wedges in conjunction with 

the normal locks. 

 Can the locks be unlocked from the outside, if a window is broken or can the door hinges 

be unscrewed? 

 Do you have control of all the keys to the residence and have a list of everyone with keys? 

 Have all unused entrances and exits secured? 

 All windows need to be secured on all floors of the building. It is a fact that in 90% of 

burglaries, access is gained through windows. Check that windows are properly shut, 

secured and if possible alarmed. 

 Consider putting thorny bushes under windows and around the perimeter of your garden 

to deter intruders. Thorny bushes can be put on the inside of perimeter walls also to 

tangle up and alert you to anyone jumping over. 

 Beware of casting shadows against windows which can be seen from the outside. 

 Consider putting a gravel walkway around the outside of your house so you can hear 

anyone approaching or stalking around. 

 All skylights and roof doors need to be secured and preferably alarmed. Roofs need to be 

secured and monitored. 

 Is the attic of the residence adjoined to another roof or attic from which someone could 

gain access? 

 What alarms are in the residence, are they working and when were they last tested? 

 All doors and windows on outbuildings need to be secured, regularly checked and, if 

possible, alarmed. 

 Do all padlocks have spare keys and who has them? 

 Are the padlocks of good quality and difficult to pick or shim? 

 Are all weapons in the residence legal and are they secured when not in use? 

 What firefighting equipment is there in the residence and is it in a serviceable condition? 

 Are there any fire alarms and do they work? Fire is the largest cause of loss and damage 

to private and commercial properties. Fire prevention is, therefore, one of the highest 

residential security concerns. 

 Flooding is a major threat to property and equipment, common causes include taps that 

have been left running, leaks in plumbing systems or faulty air conditioning systems, 

heavy rain or snowfall. 
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 Are all valuables kept secure and do you have pictures of all valuable artwork, jewelry 

etc.? 

 Are all valuables insured and have you recorded the serial numbers of all TVs, computer 

and stereo equipment? 

 Do you, your family and staff have security, emergency procedures and does everyone 

know them? 

 Do you, your family and staff know how to report any suspicious activity in the area? 

 Do you, your family and staff know how to raise the alarm, in the case of an emergency? 

 Make arrangements for power cuts, keep spare batteries and bulbs for torches, several 

means of communications and check them regularly. 

 If you have a backup generator, ensure it is serviceable and you have plenty of fuel in a 

secure location. 

 Keep all sensitive and security documentation secure and confidential. 

 Keep all medications, prescription drugs and alcohol secured. 

 Keep computers and hard drives secure and password protected. 

 Have your staff and employees been profiled and had background checks? 

 All contractors must have appointments and must be searched before entering and 

leaving the residence. Searched when entering to check for contraband and when leaving 

to make sure they are not stealing anything. 

 Contractors should always be accompanied. 

 If suspicious of visitors, turn them away or keep them outside and preferably illuminated, 

until their credentials are verified. Also, consider that they could be testing your security 

or a distraction while others try to access your residence. 

 Never illuminate yourself in a doorway or a window, darkness is your friend. 

 Use a mailbox or virtual office address rather than your residential address. 

 Be suspicious of unexpected power outages, faulty alarms etc. 

 Always have escape routes and don’t let security procedures obstruct them. 

 Know the location and safest routes to safe houses, emergency rendezvous points, 

hospitals, etc. 

 Think like a criminal and plan for every eventuality. 
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International Travel Security 

You should compile a threat assessment on any area, city or country that you are visiting be it 

for business or pleasure. These days with the internet it’s easy to find crime rates and reports on 

nearly all countries and areas within them. With Google Earth and the like, you can obtain high-

quality aerial photos and street views of most places, which then can be used to check out hotels, 

locations to be visited and select routes. 

 

One issue when traveling these days for investigators is having your computers and phones 

checked by airport security. In a lot of countries not unlocking your phones to be inspected by local 

police is a criminal offense. I recommend you always comply with the laws of the countries you are 

in, just remove anything from your computers and phones you don’t want others to see. There are 

many ways of sending sensitive investigation notes and reports these days. Keeping such items on 

your electronic devices while going through airport security and the like is not professional. 

 

If possible, send an advance person or team or get a trusted local to check things out and plan 

for your visit. If you are traveling in a group, consider sending a member or two ahead a few days in 

advance to check things out and plan before the main body of the group arrives. Below is a basic list 

of things that you will need to consider before traveling. 

 

 Compile threat assessments on hotels and locations to be visited. 

 Will you need any inoculations against diseases or need to take the preventative 

medication with you? 

 Do you have trusted contacts at this location and how can they assist you? 

 If you’re traveling internationally do you need visas to enter the country? 

 Where will you be staying? 

 Can you carry weapons, will you need permits and where will you be getting the weapons 

from? 

 What restrictions are there on carrying weapons and what are the local laws on the use of 

force? 

 Will anyone meet you at the destination airport, if yes, do you know them. If not get a 

photo and arrange code words. 

 Will your phones work at the destination, if not where can you get a local mobile/cell 

phone? What international dialing codes are you going to need? 

 Are there payphones at the airport and do they take coins or credit cards? 

 How will you get from the airport to your hotel? 

 Will the luggage be secure and who will have access to it? 

 Are you taking local currency with you or will you need to exchange hard currency? 

 Will there be ATM’s available and can you use your bank cards? 

 Will you be able to use credit cards? 

 Will you have internet access and is it secure, are there free hotspots? 
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 What standard of medical facilities are available at the destination and will you need to 

take sterile or emergency equipment with you? 

 Will you need to take prescription medication with you and are there any restrictions on 

it within the country you’re visiting? 

 Is clean blood available in hospitals at the destination, if not where is the nearest source 

or clean or synthetic blood? 

 Is medical insurance needed and is what you have recognized, or do you need hard 

currency for ambulance services and treatments etc.? 

 Know the locations of hospitals or reliable doctors in your area that can treat trauma or 

any medical condition you or your fellow travelers may have. 

 What are the details of backup hotels and locations that can be used as safe houses or 

emergency rendezvous points? 

 Do you or any of those traveling with you have any special dietary requirements or 

allergies? 

 Is the tap water drinkable or will you need bottled water, if yes is it readably available? 

 How will you be traveling around; public transport, on foot or using a driver? 

 If you are renting a car make sure you know your routes, have a reliable break down plan 

and spare tire etc. in the vehicle. 

 When driving around make sure you know where the nearest gas stations and emergency 

facilities are, such as hospitals and possible safe locations. 

 Who locally knows your program, try to keep things on a need to know basis. 

 Make sure someone trusted knows your program and can alert authorities if there are 

any problems. 

 Arrange to make coded check calls to trusted people within and outside of the country. 

Select words that can be inserted into a phone call that can mean things are OK or they 

have gone bad. 

 Put together contingency plans to cover any possible crisis be it kidnapping or a serious 

car crash. 

 Have several alternative planned routes by which to leave the country. 

 Always keep your travel papers and a reasonable amount of cash hidden on your person 

that can be used in case of an emergency where it might not be possible or a sensible 

option for you to return to your hotel. 

 

This is just a list of considerations that will hopefully get you thinking and help you put together 

plans and procedures for any future trips you’ll be taking. 
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Orlando Wilson has worked internationally at all levels of the specialist security and investigation 

industry for over 30 years. Over the years, he has become accustomed to the types of complications 

that can occur, when dealing with international law enforcement agencies and the problem of 

dealing with kidnapping, organized crime and Mafia groups. 

 

His experience in the international security business began in 1988 when he enlisted in the British 

army at 17 years of age and volunteered for a 22-month frontline, operational tour in Northern 

Ireland in an Infantry unit, 4 Platoon, 1 WFR. He then joined his unit’s Reconnaissance Platoon, with 

which he undertook intensive training in small-unit warfare. 

 

Since leaving the British army in 1993, his time spent working in Eastern Europe in the 1990s gave 

him firsthand experience of the operational procedures or organized criminals and Mafia groups 

from the former Soviet Union. In addition, he had the opportunity to oversee criminal cases which 

have been the first of their kind in their respective country. His operations in Mexico training 

tactical police teams put him in a unique position to understand the war on Narco-Terrorism. His 

continuous and ongoing projects focusing on kidnap and ransom prevention in South American, the 

Caribbean and West Africa have given him the knowledge to formulate practical programs to 

counter the kidnapping threat. 

 

Orlando is a published author, writer, photographer and has been interviewed by numerous 

international TV and media outlets on topics ranging from kidnapping, organized crime to maritime 

piracy. He had his first article published in 1997 in an association magazine and his first book in 

2012. He has been interviewed by media outlets ranging from the Professional Mariner Magazine, 

Newsweek Serbija, Newsweek en Espanol, GrupoMilenio, MundoFox, The New York Times, Soldier 

of Fortune Magazine and others. 

 

Orlando’s diverse and continuous operational experience enables him to provide no-nonsense 

professional services and training programs. His operational investigation and close protection 

procedures are cutting edge and the most effective commercially available. He is also a founding 

member and operations manager of Risks Incorporated. 
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